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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is focused on the application of small constraint-based models to analyze and 

predict the behavior of wild type and modified strains of Pichia pastoris. The presented 

work deals with the common limitations that industrial environment imposes: meas-

urements are scarce, models are not detailed, the modelled organisms are not always 

well-known and, in most cases, they are genetically modified. 

The results have been divided in three articles. The first presents the validation of a 

small FBA (flux balance analysis) model of unmodified P. pastoris cells, based on the as-

sumption of “maximizing growth” as evolved biological objective for the cells. The model 

has been validated in heterogeneous experimental situations. 

In the second article, I exploit a feature of constraint-based models: they are easily ex-

tendable. In particular, the FBA model has been extended to represent and predict the 

behavior of genetically modified cells of P. pastoris producing a recombinant protein. 

The new model represents the energetic requirements of the protein production pro-

cess, and also the impact that protein production has over the cells growth. The model 

predictions for growth and even for protein production have been validated against mul-

tiple experimental datasets. 

Finally, a software toolbox is presented. It implements two MFA-wise methods to get 

estimations from small, constraint-based models in uncertain scenarios. These imple-

mentations simplify and extend the application of MFA (Metabolic flux analysis) when 

measurements are scarce and imprecise. 

The thesis is an application of small, constraint-based models to P. pastoris. It illustrates 

how these models can be a valuable tool to analyze, estimate or predict the behavior of 

unmodified and modified P. pastoris cells. The approaches followed in this work account 

for some of the limitations of industrial environments, and thus, they may be of use 

when modelling other microorganisms of industrial interest. 
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RESUM 

Aquesta tesi està enfocada en l'aplicació de petits models basats en restriccions amb la 

finalitat d'analitzar i predir el comportament de socas salvatges i genèticament 

modificades de Pichia pastoris. El treball presentat afronta les limitacions comunes que 

els ambients industrials imposen: les mesures són escasses, els models no són detallats, 

els organismes modelats no són sempre ben coneguts i en molts casos han sigut 

modificats genèticament. 

Els resultats han sigut dividits en tres articles. El primer presenta la validació d'un petit 

model FBA (flux balance analysis) per organismes no modificats de P. Pastoris basat en la 

suposició de ''maximitzar el creixement'' com a objectiu biològic de l'evolució de les 

cèl·lules. El model ha sigut validat en situacions experimentals heterogènies. 

En el segon article, he explotat una característica dels models basats en restriccions: 

aquests models es poden ampliar per a representar i predir el comportament de 

cèl·lules genèticament modificades de P. Pastoris produint una proteïna recombinant. El 

nou model representa els requeriments energètics del procés de producció de proteïna, 

a més de l'impacte que té aquest procés sobre el creixement cel·lular. Les prediccions 

del model per a creixement i inclús per a la producció de proteïna han sigut validades 

utilitzant múltiples conjunts de mesures experimentals. 

Finalment, es presenta una eina de software. Aquesta implementa dos mètodes MFA-

wise per a obtenir estimacions de petits models basats en restriccions en escenaris amb 

incertesa. Aquesta implementació facilita i estén l'aplicació de MFA (metabolic flux 

analysis) quan les mesures són escasses i imprecises. 

La tesi és una aplicació de petits models basts en restriccions a P. pastoris. Aquesta 

il·lustra com aquests models poden ser una eina útil per analitzar, estimar o predir 

el comportament de cèl·lules de P. pastoris modificades o salvatges. Els 

enfocaments seguits en aquest treball consideren algunes de les limitacions 

d'ambients industrials i en conseqüència, aquests podrien utilitzar-se quan es 

modelin altres organismes d'interès industrial. 
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RESUMEN 

Esta tesis está enfocada en la aplicación de pequeños modelos basados en restricciones 

con el fin de analizar y predecir el comportamiento de cepas salvajes y genéticamente 

modificadas de Pichia pastoris. El trabajo presentado afronta las limitaciones comunes 

que los ambientes industriales imponen: las mediciones son escasas, los modelos no son 

detallados, los organismos modelados no son siempre bien conocidos y en muchos ca-

sos han sido modificados genéticamente. 

Los resultados han sido divididos en tres artículos. El primero presenta la validación de 

un pequeño modelo FBA (flux balance analysis) para organismos no modificados de P. 

pastoris basado en la suposición de ‘’maximizar el crecimiento’’ como objetivo biológico 

de la evolución de las células. El modelo ha sido validado en situaciones experimentales 

heterogéneas.  

En el segundo artículo, he explotado una característica de los modelos basado en res-

tricciones: estos modelos se pueden ampliar para representar y predecir el comporta-

miento de células genéticamente modificadas de P. pastoris produciendo una proteína 

recombinante. El nuevo modelo representa los requerimientos energéticos del proceso 

de producción de proteína, además del impacto que tiene este proceso sobre el creci-

miento celular. Las predicciones del modelo para crecimiento e incluso para la produc-

ción de proteína han sido validadas usando múltiples conjuntos de medidas experimen-

tales.  

Finalmente, se presenta una herramienta software. Esta implementa dos métodos MFA-

wise para obtener estimaciones de pequeños modelos basados en restricciones en es-

cenarios con incertidumbre. Esta implementación facilita y extiende la aplicación de 

MFA (Metabolic flux analysis) cuando las mediciones son escasas e imprecisas. 

La tesis es una aplicación de pequeños modelos basados en restricciones a P. pastoris. 

Esta ilustra cómo estos modelos pueden ser una herramienta útil para analizar, estimar 

o predecir el comportamiento de células de P. pastoris modificadas o salvajes. Los en-

foques seguidos en este trabajo consideran algunas de las limitaciones de ambientes 
industriales y en consecuencia, estos tal vez pueden ser de uso cuando se modelen otros 
organismos de interés industrial. 
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INTRODUCTION 

MOTIVATION  

Biotechnology industry involves the use of living cells to make or improve products, 

plants, animals, and develop or modify microorganisms for specific purposes. It is an 

increasing sector, and mathematical modeling is playing a role of growing importance on 

it. Mathematical model limit the need of experimentation –which is slow and expensive– 

allows the exploration of different scenarios in short time and makes it possible to ad-

dress a number of difficult questions (Viceconti et al., 2016).  

Many modelling approaches have been developed. One of those is the study through 

models of the cellular metabolism. Those models look at the cell as chemical factories 

where raw materials (substrates) are transformed to produce other (sometimes useful) 

substances and energy through several biochemical reactions. The set of all the bio-

chemical reactions that take place within the cell define what is typically called a meta-

bolic network. 

Constraint-based models have emerged as a valuable approach that exploits those met-

abolic networks. These models consider a series of known constraints –e.g. stoichiome-

try, thermodynamics, cell capacities, regulatory restraints, etc.– to elucidate which func-

tional states can and cannot be achieved by a cell. Among the different approaches that 

exist for the analysis of metabolic networks, constraint-based modeling has attracted 

attention because it does not require detailed knowledge or data to be useful. For ex-

ample, they do not require kinetic information for every metabolic reaction, so they limit 

the needs of experimental information to identify appropriate kinetic parameters. This 

feature has allowed to apply models that range from small metabolic networks to large, 

genome-scale metabolic models – being the latest ones the most commonly used−. Ad-

ditionally, constraint-based models can be easily extended just by incorporating new or 

better knowledge as new constraints. 
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Notice that constraint-based models only describe possible flux states, i.e., combinations 

of metabolic reactions activity that cell could show. However, to predict which particular 

state among those possible will be exhibit at given conditions, the constraint-based 

model needs to be coupled with other constraints or a metabolic objective. Flux Balance 

Analysis (FBA) is the most successful methodology, or family of methodologies, that pre-

dicts a particular cell state adding an assumption of optimal cell behavior. Basically, FBA 

predictions are based on assuming that cells, due to evolutionary pressure, have evolved 

to be optimal in a particular (and known) way.  

Biotechnological companies have interest in FBA models because they may allow pre-

dicting the behavior of cellular cultures, and particularly, the synthesis of end-products 

that are not typically (or easily) measured on-line. This may allow, for instance, to early 

detect a batch process that is not producing the product of interest, or to optimize me-

dia conditions to maximize productivity. 

However, some difficulties arise when using constraint-based and FBA models in many 

industrial environments imposes: (a) lack of available measures, (b) models are not de-

tailed, and (c) organisms of interest are not always well-known and in most cases, genet-

ically modified. This work is devoted to apply small, constraint-based models and FBA 

models in that context, and for a particular organism of industrial interest: the 

methylotrophic yeast Pichia pastoris.  

P. pastoris is a recognized platform to produce several high-value recombinant proteins. 

It is used both in laboratory research and industrial manufacture. The advantages of this 

system include the following: a) P. pastoris cultures achieves high cell densities on a de-

fined minimal basal salts medium (Cregg et al., 1995), b) it enables the utilization of dif-

ferent metabolic pathways (Baumann et al., 2008), c) it allows efficient post-

translational modifications (Digan et al., 1988), d) it produces less secretion of endoge-

nous proteins while expressing secreted recombinant protein (Laroche et al., 1994) and 

Constraint-based models 
of µ-organism 

Applications to industrial 
bioprocesses 

Figure 1 Models of biological systems and applications 
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e) it includes a strong, well-regulated methanol induced promoter (Cregg et al.,1993; 

Zhang et al., 2000). So far, more than 500 proteins have been expressed using this sys-

tem (Cos et al., 2006). However, it is still a less studied organism when is compared with 

other recombinant protein expression systems, such as Escherichia coli.  

 

OBJECTIVES 

This thesis is mainly devoted to develop and apply FBA models of an important cell fac-

tory, Pichia pastoris, under the limitations that industrial environments impose: data 

scarcity, reduced models, and genetically modified organisms.  

More specifically, the objectives pursued in this work are the following: 

a) To develop a small and simple FBA model of P. pastoris, under the hypothesis of 

maximum growth, and test its ability to predict the behavior of wild type strains. 

The first objective is to develop and validate a small FBA model using only the hypothe-

sis of maximum growth. Small or medium metabolic models are not always properly 

validated. However, validation of small models is particularly important because they are 

just simplifications of the whole metabolism. In addition the underlying hypothesis of 

maximum growth is a strong assumption regarding how cells regulate their metabolic 

fluxes. This assumption may not be accurate to predict behaviors of wild type cells of P. 

pastoris with small metabolic network. For this reason, is worthy to test the growth max-

imization hypothesis and its ability to predict behavior of wild type strains of P. pastoris 

in different experimental conditions. In this way is possible to identify how accurate is to 

assume in those scenarios that P. pastoris objective is maximizing its growth.  

b) To extend the previous FBA model to genetically modified strains of P. pastoris, 

making it possible to predict the production of recombinant protein over metha-

nol and mixes methanol-glycerol. 

Genetically modified organisms of P. pastoris are those used in industrial applications. 

Cells are modified to express different proteins of industrial interest, such as, α-L-

arabinofuranosidasa. The interest herein, is to develop an FBA model able to predict the 

production of those proteins, which are the key variable. The model should be able to 

predict also the biomass growth rate. 
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c) To simplify the use of two constraint-based methodologies to estimate metabolic 

fluxes of cells through interval and possibilistic metabolic flux analysis. 

The third objective is to develop a tool to easily apply two MFA-wise methodologies es-

pecially suited for data scarcity scenarios, that will be useful in my work with P. pastoris. 

RESEARCH CONTEXT  

Mathematical models in bioprocesses 

Bioprocess engineering involves all the industrial processes that employ living organisms 

–mainly microbial cells– to convert raw materials into products. Bioprocessing is an es-

sential part in many chemical, food and pharmaceutical industries. Although the use of 

microorganisms to make fermented foods and alcoholic beverages have a long history, 

bioprocess engineering has had a bigger growth in recent years thanks to the develop-

ments in genetic and molecular biology. The use of genetically modified organisms gave 

birth to an increasingly interest because the wide range of products, since industrial 

alcohol and organic solvents, to high valued chemicals such as antibiotics, therapeutic 

proteins and vaccines. Due to the complexity of microbial metabolism, the large number 

of interacting reactions and the complex regulation, there has been a growing focus on 

the use of mathematical models of its study (Almquist et al., 2014). 

Usually mathematical models are defined for a specific system; what it is meant by sys-

tem is a portion of the universe that we limited for its study. In bioprocess the models 

have been mostly focus in two main systems. On the one hand, models that are inter-

ested in the global behavior of the cell culture where the system is the bioreactor and 

on the other hand, models focused in cell and cell population. 

Most models focused on the global behavior of the process are unstructured. In these 

models, cell-growing ―biomass– is considered as a structure-less entity, ignoring cell 

physiology and regarding it as black-box (Owens, 1981). The dynamic in these models is 

represented by ordinary differential equations, such as mass balance for substrates, cells 

and products (Schügerl & Bellgardt, 2012), taking into account input, output and inner 

variables of the bioreactor (Caramihai & Severin, 2013) and kinetic expressions, which 

correlate the rate of formation or consumptions of substrates, cells and products with 

biomass growth rate. 

Although microbial growth is a complex phenomenon, and is function of several varia-

bles (e.g. temperature, concentration of the species, pH, etc.) simple rate empirical ex-
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pressions as Monod equation have been commonly used to modeled (Han & Levenspiel, 

1988). Those empirical expressions include specific parameters that should be fitted 

with experimental data that are time consuming and complex in nature (Baltes et al., 

1994). However, even unstructured models represent an oversimplification of microbial 

systems, these have been applying profusely mainly due to its simplicity (Garcia et al., 

1995). 

In bioprocess engineering, models have been used for different purposes: as off-line 

measured estimations (Barrigón et al., 2012; Veloso et al.,2009), on-line monitoring and 

control (Bastin.,1990; Ban Impe, & Bastin, 1995; Craven et al., 2013; Skupin et al.,2015), 

process optimization (Banga et al.,2003; 2005; Hjersted & Henson, 2006; Li et al., 2015; 

Camacho et al.,2007), fault detection (Nomikos & MacGregor, 1995; Gins et al.,2012), or 

experimental design (Galvanauskas et al.,1998). 

The other perspective of mathematical models in bioprocess has been focused on the 

cell and on the process inside. This thesis is focused on these types of models where a 

cell is viewed from a holistic point of view and the main effort is on understanding the 

system structure and its dynamics. Since the availability of the full genome sequence, 

considerable amounts of data have been offered, allowing the study of the cell as a sys-

tem that interacts with its components. This frame of reference is called system biology 

(Palsson, 2006; Kitano, 2002). The aim of system biology is to use all those information 

and compiling in networks of biochemical reactions to understand the genotype-

phenotype relations in living systems as cells, tissues, organism, among others, through 

experimental observations and theoretical knowledge, relying in mathematical models 

and computational techniques (Stelling, 2004). 

Models in system biology have been improving the knowledge about cellular behavior 

and have been used as a tools to: a) generate experimentally testable hypotheses on 

underlying mechanisms as well as predictions of cellular behavior, thereby iteratively 

producing refined models and insight into the system (Stelling, 2004; Kitano, 2002), b) 

understanding complex cellular systems for the creation of new phenotypes through 

metabolic engineering or synthetic biology (de Jong et al.,2012), c) quantification of the 

intracellular fluxes in the cell metabolism (Vallino & Stephanopoulos, 1989), d) translate 

the large amount of data obtained by high-throughput technologies into a better under-

standing of the underlying biological phenomena (Draghici, et al.,2007), and e) providing 

advanced monitoring in bioprocess and mechanisms that systematically control the 

state of the cell to minimize malfunctions and provide potential therapeutic targets for 

treatment of disease (Kitano, 2002). 
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Constraint-based models 

Mathematical modeling in system biology has different approaches according to the 

features of the network included in the model. This generates different types of mathe-

matical models, from global views of cellular systems to detailed descriptions involving 

different levels of cellular organizations, including genes, proteins, metabolism or signal-

ing pathways. 

Constraint-based models or stoichiometric models are one of the most popular ap-

proaches (Bordbar et al., 2014). These models use the metabolic network, which contain 

the biochemical reactions involved in the cell metabolism. Metabolism can be compared 

to a chemical engine that drives the living process. Through the utilization of a vast rep-

ertoire of enzymatic reactions and transport processes, unicellular and multicellular or-

ganisms can process and convert thousands of organic compounds into the several bio-

molecules necessary to support their existence (Schilling et al., 1999). 

The set of metabolic reactions of a cell can be represented by a graph-oriented network 

where the nodes represent the metabolites and its edges represent the reaction rate or 

metabolic fluxes. The stoichiometric coefficients of the chemical reactions embedded in 

the metabolic network can be translated into mathematical terms through the stoichi-

ometric matrix N, where the columns correspond to the reactions and the rows, to me-

tabolites. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Representation of a metabolic network, the nodes represent internal metabo-
lites, and edges metabolic fluxes v. Two types of metabolic fluxes can be defined, i n-
ternal metabolic fluxes and exchange fluxes 
 

In order to represent the change of all the metabolites, it is possible to establish a mass 

balance around an intracellular metabolite 𝑖: 

 𝑑(𝑐𝑖,, 𝑥)

𝑑𝑡
= ∑𝑎𝑖,𝑗 ∙ 𝑗 − 𝜇 ∙ 𝑐𝑖 (1) 
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Where, aij is the stoichiometric coefficient for the metabolite 𝑖 in the reaction j, 𝑣𝑗  is the 

specific flux through each reaction and µ is the specific growth rate. The expression (1) is 

represented in compact form for all the metabolites by (2) 

𝑑(𝒄, 𝑥)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑵 ∙ 𝒗 ∙ 𝑥 − 𝜇 ∙ 𝒄 (2) 

Expanding the derivative term 

𝑑(𝒄 ∙ 𝑥)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑥 ∙

𝑑𝒄

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝒄 ∙

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑡
 (3) 

Being 
𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑡
 the growth rate of the biomass, which can be expressed as (4) (Provost, 2004). 

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜇 ∙ 𝑥 (4) 

By substituting (3) and (4) in (2), the mass balance equations around intracellular me-

tabolites can be rewritten as (5). 

𝑑𝒄

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑵 ∙ 𝒗 − 𝜇 ∙ 𝒄. (5) 

This equation represents the change of the concentration of each internal metabolite 

over time. However, the kinetic information used to explore the dynamic of a system is 

particularly hard to come by and therefore; stoichiometric models assume that most of 

intracellular metabolites are in steady state. This assumption can be used considering 

the fact that internal metabolites have faster dynamics and will not be accumulated in-

side the cell, assuming a pseudo steady state. Additionally, the second term of the equa-

tion represents the effect of dilution as a result of growth. This term can be disregarded 

as the concentration of subcellular compound is much smaller that fluxes affecting the 

same metabolites (Stephanopoulos et al., 1998). Under these assumptions the matricid-

al set can be described by a system of linear equations. 

𝑵 ∙ 𝒗 = 0 (6) 

This system of equations describes a null space, where each stoichometrically feasible 

steady state is represented by a flux vector v. In most of the metabolic models there are 

more reactions or fluxes –n– than metabolites –m–, (n>m). In other words, there are 

more unknown variables than equations. So there is no unique solution to this system of 

equations (Orth et al., 2010). The existence of several possible solutions to the system is 

consistent with the fact that cell can behave differently depending on the environmental 

conditions (Llaneras, 2011). However not all those possible states can be achieved for an 

organism in a specific genetic or environment conditions, because other type of con-
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strains limit its behavior (Palsson, 2006; Fong & Palsson, 2004). Constraint-based models 

are an extension of stoichiometric models, where imposing known constraints limits the 

range of attainable flux distributions or metabolic phenotypes that can be achieved by 

an organism (Mahadevan & Schilling, 2003).  

Different types of constraints can be imposed. Among the most used ones, it can be 

mentioned: a) the reaction directionality, b) capacity of enzymes/transporters, c) meas-

ured fluxes, d) thermodynamics laws, and e) kinetic constraints (Jankowski, et al.,2008; 

Flamholz et al.,2012; Fleming et al.,2009; Vazquez et al., 2008; Hoppe et al.,2007; Ederer 

& Gilles, 2007; Visser et al.,2000). Other more specific constraints have been introduced 

to better explain specific situations like the available space on the cytoplasmic mem-

brane to represent the respire‐fermentation physiology (Zhuang et al., 2011).  

Constraint‐based modeling has been explored with different methodologies. These can 

be classified into two main categories: a) methodologies to analyze the entire flux space, 

as pathway analysis with linear algebra or those that use convex analysis as elementary 

modes (Papin et al.,2004; Machado et al.,2012); and b) those that are interested in a 

particular flux state as metabolic flux analysis (MFA), which allow estimate the current 

flux state by adding some measurements (Klamt, 2002; Lohr et al., 2014; Llaneras et 

al.,2009), and flux balance analysis (FBA) which predict the state exhibit by cells at given 

conditions (Orth et al.,2010; Brochado et al.,2012). This thesis is focuses on the last type 

of methodologies. 

CONTRIBUTIONS 

As a result of this thesis the following contributions have been made: 

 To develop a small and simple FBA model of P. pastoris, under the hypothesis of 

maximum growth, and test its ability to predict the behavior of wild type strains. 

This contribution is presented in a journal article: “Validation of an FBA model for 

Pichia pastoris in chemostat cultures”, (BMC Systems Biology published in BMC 

Systems Biology. (2014) 8:142). 

 A FBA model for genetically modified strains of P. pastoris able to predict simul-

taneously protein production and biomass growth rate on methanol and mixes 

methanol-glycerol. This contribution is presented in a journal article: “An FBA 

model of Pichia pastoris to predict protein production and growth over methanol 

and glycerol, based on energetic/ATP allocation” (Submitted to Biotechnology 

and Bioenginering). 

http://msb.embopress.org/content/9/1/661.short#ref-134
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 A MATLAB software toolbox to simplify the use of Interval and Possibilistic MFA. 

The software is presented in a journal article: “PFA Toolbox: a MATLAB tool for 

Metabolic Flux Analysis” (/Accepted in BMC Systems Biology). The software is 

freely available online at: http://kikollan.github.io/PFA-Toolbox/ 

Following, a summary of the publications developed to accomplish the main goal of this 

thesis is presented. A copy of each of these publications is providing in the overview 

section. 

«Validation of an FBA model for Pichia pastoris in chemostat cultures». A research 

article published in BMC Systems Biology, (JCR quartile: Q1; Impact factor: 2.435 in 

2014; 13 among 57 journals in Mathematical & computational Biology).  

Constraint-based metabolic models and FBA have been extensively used in the last years 

to investigate the behavior of cells and also as basis for different industrial applications. 

This work provides a validation of a small-sized FBA model of the yeast P. pastoris. The 

main objective is to test how accurate is the hypothesis of maximum growth to predict 

the behavior of P. pastoris in a range of experimental environments. In this paper has 

been verified the model ability to predict the cells behavior in different conditions without 

introducing measurements, experimental parameters, or any additional constraint, just 

by assuming that cells will make the best use of the available resources to maximize its 

growth. 

 In particular, the FBA model ability has been tested to: (a) predict growth yields over 

single substrates (glucose, glycerol, and methanol), (b) predict growth rate, substrate 

uptakes, respiration rates, and by-product formation in scenarios where different sub-

strates are available (glucose, glycerol, methanol, or mixes of methanol and glycerol), (c) 

predict the different behaviors of P. pastoris cultures in aerobic and hypoxic conditions 

for each single substrate. In every case, experimental data from literature was used as 

validation. We conclude that predictions based on growth maximization are reasonably 

accurate, but still far from perfect. 

 The deviations are significant in scenarios where P. pastoris grows on methanol, sug-

gesting that the hypothesis of maximum growth could be not dominating in these situa-

tions. However, predictions are much better when glycerol or glucose is used as sub-

strate. In these scenarios, even if the presented FBA model is small and imposes a strong 

assumption regarding how cells will regulate their metabolic fluxes, it provides reasona-

bly good predictions in terms of growth, substrate preference, product formation, and 

respiration rates. 

http://kikollan.github.io/PFA-Toolbox/
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«An FBA model of Pichia pastoris to predict protein production and growth over 

methanol and glycerol, based on energetic/ATP allocation» A research article submit-

ted in Biotechnology and Bioengineering. (JCR quartile: Q1; impact factor: 4.126 in 2014; 

24 among 163 in Biotechnology & applied microbiology). 

One of the main observations in the previous model for wild type cells was that predic-

tions in protein producer scenarios presented significant deviations. However in the pre-

vious model was not taking into account the recombinant protein production. Maximiz-

ing recombinant protein production is a key feature of Pichia pastoris cultures. In this 

work, we present a Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) model with growth maximization as-

sumption, able to predict recombinant protein production simultaneously with growth 

rate in chemostat cultures of Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs) of P. pastoris. 

The model has been developed for pure methanol and mixed feeds (methanol-glycerol) 

as substrates. In a previous work, we predicted the behavior of wild type P. pastoris 

strains with a small constraint-based metabolic model and FBA. Herein, we add a mass 

balance to this small model to represent ATP consumption, and a hypothesis about how 

modified cells distribute their ATP resources –which are used only for growth in wild type 

cells- for growth and recombinant protein synthesis. The predictions were validated with 

several experimental scenarios from literature. 

The results show the model is able to predict with reasonable accuracy protein produc-

tion and growth rate. Some features of the model are the following: a) is remarkably 

accurate despite cells were expressing different heterologous proteins in a variety of op-

erating conditions, b) requires little information to perform its predictions —just the 

availability of substrates in the environment— and c) is a small and simple model with 

only a few parameters that have been tuned from experimental data. The approach fol-

lowed in this work is of interest in industrial environments and pilot laboratories where 

experimental data are not abundant, as it provides valuable predictions using few data 

and a small and simple metabolic model. 

«PFA Toolbox: A MATLAB tool for Metabolic Flux Analysis» 

A software article accepted in in BMC Systems Biology, (JCR quartile: Q1; Impact factor: 

2.435 in 2014; 13 among 57 journals in Mathematical & computational Biology).  

Metabolic Flux Analysis (MFA) is a methodology successfully applied to estimate meta-

bolic fluxes in living cells. However, traditional frameworks based on this approach have 

some limitations, particularly when measurements are scarce and imprecise, as in indus-

trial environments. The methodologies implemented in this Toolbox —Interval MFA and 

Possibilistic MFA— are well suited to face those scenarios. 
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The presented PFA Toolbox for MATLAB simplifies the use of Interval MFA and Possibilis-

tic MFA. The main features of the PFA Toolbox are the following: (a) it provides reliable 

MFA estimations in scenarios where only a few fluxes can be measured or those available 

are imprecise, (b) provides tools to easily plot the results as interval estimates or flux dis-

tributions, (c) is composed of simple functions that MATLAB users can apply in flexible 

ways, (d) includes a Graphical User Interface (GUI), which provides a visual representa-

tion of the measurement and its uncertainty and (e) it can use stoichiometric models in 

COBRA format; In addition, the PFA Toolbox includes a User’s Guide with a thorough de-

scription of its functions and several examples of its use. 

The PFA Toolbox for MATLAB is a freely available toolbox that is able to easily perform 

Interval and Possibilistic MFA estimations. In addition as an annex is presented the Users’ 

Manual of the PFA toolbox. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The developed thesis has proposed and applied FBA models to the important cell factory 

P. pastoris. These models took into account the common limitations that industrial envi-

ronment imposes: measurements are scarce, models are not detailed, the modelled 

organisms are not always well-known and, in most cases, are genetically modified  

A FBA model for wild type microorganisms of P. pastoris. 

The presented model for wild type P. pastoris is a relatively small representation includ-

ing only the main catabolic pathways, considering the uptake of the usual carbon 

sources: methanol, glucose and glycerol. Additionally, the model included the assump-

tion that cells will make the best use of the available resources to maximize their 

growth. 

It is noteworthy that predictions achieved by the model were reasonably accurate, even 

not perfect. Larger deviations were presented with respect to the experimental data in 

scenarios of P .pastoris growing on methanol or mixed glycerol-methanol. Among the 

possible explanations are: (a) the model is not detailed enough, and some reactions re-

garding methanol pathways could be missing, (b) the model represents wild-type strains 

and it does not account for the alterations that occur due to the production of recombi-

nant protein in genetically modified organisms and (c) also, it could be possible that the 

hypothesis of maximizing growth is not as suitable in the case of methanol growth.  

However, even if: (a) The model is a small representation of the whole metabolism of P. 

pastoris, (b) No parameter fitting was included, and in addition (c) a strong assumption 

about how cells regulate their fluxes was imposed, the FBA model was able to provide 

reasonable predictions regarding; growth, substrate preference, product formation, and 

respiration rates in many heterogeneous experimental scenarios. Those results show 

that the proposed small FBA model can be a valuable tool to get reasonably predictions 

of the cells behavior, especially in environments where little information is available. 

An FBA model for Genetically Modified microorganisms of P. pastoris. 

Here, the constraint-based model capability of being easily extended was exploded by 

adding new constraints to the wild type FBA model. The model presented a straightfor-

ward approach to represent and to predict the behavior of genetically modified cells of 

P. pastoris producing a recombinant protein. The proposed model includes a mass bal-
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ance of ATP and a hypothesis of how cells allocate their ATP resources to growth and 

produce recombinant protein. Therefore, the presented hypothesis states that there is a 

constant portion of energetic resources that cells devote to growth and protein produc-

tion. 

In wild type strains, ATP is mainly devoted to biomass growth and maintenance task. But 

modified cells of P. pastoris cannot avoid the recombinant protein production as they 

grow; this new process that cells have to face drains energy towards product formation 

and so, growth is penalized.  

The proposed model was able to predict recombinant protein production and respira-

tions rates over methanol and methanol-glycerol mixtures for GMO of P. pastoris. How-

ever some scenarios presented divergences with respect to the experimental data. A 

possible explanation is that the presented proportion may not be linear or it can be me-

diated by other factors that were not accounted in the model. Nevertheless, the pre-

sented model was somehow accurate enough to get predictions of protein production 

and growth rate without adding many experimental measurements, which make this 

approach useful in industrial environments. 

A new software tool to facilitate the use of interval and possibilistic Metabolic Flux Anal-

ysis (MFA). Several methodologies based on constraint-based models have been pro-

posed in recent years. However, the success of their further application by different re-

searches could be limited by deficiency of computational tools. In consequence, a flexi-

ble and easy-to-use computational tool that is able to lead users to these methods is 

required. The presented PFA Toolbox for MATLAB®, simplifies the use of two MFA-wise 

methodologies that are particularly useful in scenarios of data scarcity: Interval MFA and 

Possibilistic MFA. The PFA Toolbox is composed of simple functions that MATLAB users 

can easily apply to solve their MFA problems. Furthermore, users can modify and adapt 

the toolbox code to build their own particular functions and fulfill their specific require-

ments. Finally, it is worthy to mention that the PFA Toolbox is completely free and open 

source.  

 

In summary, the work presented in this thesis shows that relatively small, constraint-

based and FBA models provide a way to get reasonably good predictions for wild type 

and modified organisms of P. pastoris, even in scenarios of uncertainty and lack of data. 

The predictions provided by those models were not perfectly accurate, and sometimes 

only qualitatively valid. But still, the results may be useful in many situations, because 

the models require little information to be built. They have only a few parameters to be 
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fit, and rely on small, well-known metabolic models and simple hypothesis, such as 

growth maximization and constant ATP allocation of resources. 

Lack of data is a common scenario. The presented tools and models can be easily devel-

oped to provide predictions of the cells behavior, and be of use to early detect abnormal 

batches, optimize the cultivation conditions, or monitor a process on-line, all interesting 

features pursued in industry. In this work the focus has been in Pichia pastoris, but simi-

lar approaches may be of use with other microbial systems. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE  

This thesis has been mainly devoted to develop and apply FBA models of an important 

cell factory, Pichia pastoris, under some of the difficulties that arise in industrial envi-

ronments. Conclusions and lines for future research are presented below. 

A small constraint-based model of P. pastoris for wild type microorganisms has been pre-

sented. The model simply considers the central metabolism of P. pastoris, and the as-

sumption that cells will make the best use of the available resources to maximize their 

growth. The results show that a small FBA model for wild type strains can be a valuable 

tool to get reasonably predictions of the cells behavior, especially in environments with 

little information available. 

An FBA model for genetically modified cells of P. pastoris has been presented, which is 

able to predict growth and recombinant protein production over methanol and glycerol. 

The model was able to predict recombinant protein production and biomass growth for 

GMO of P. pastoris. The model includes a mass balance of ATP, and a hypothesis of how 

the cells allocate the ATP to growth and protein production. The model is simple yet 

accurate enough, what I believe that make it valuable for industrial environments. 

A hypothesis of how genetically modified P. pastoris cells will allocate the energy re-

sources to growth and protein production was proposed. The hypothesis states that 

there is a relatively constant portion of energetic resources that cells devote to growth 

and to produce recombinant protein. Based on this hypothesis, the behavior of modified 

P pastoris cells can be predicted, at least approximately. Modified cells of P. pastoris 

cannot avoid the recombinant protein production as they grow, because that process is 

coupled to cellular growth. This new metabolic processes that occur within GMO cells 

impact their growth and behavior. The presented hypothesis allows to represent this 

metabolic burden in P. pastoris cells. The predictions of protein production based on the 

hypothesis are far from perfect, but still useful in many scenarios.  

A new software tool to facilitate the use of interval and possibilistic Metabolic Flux Analy-

sis (MFA) has been developed. The presented PFA Toolbox for MATLAB®, simplifies the 

use of two MFA-wise methodologies that are particularly useful in scenarios of data 

scarcity. The PFA Toolbox is composed of simple functions that MATLAB users can easily 

apply to solve their MFA problems. Furthermore, users can also modify those functions 

to suit specific requirements. The PFA Toolbox will be free. 
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FUTURE RESEARCH 

This thesis contributes to the development of FBA models and their use for the predic-

tion of uncertain biological systems. Two small FBA models have been developed for 

wild type and genetically modified cells of P. pastoris. These models were based on the 

assumption that cells have evolved to maximize its growth. This assumption has been 

proved useful in many works. However, cells face many different and complex environ-

ments, which leads to different, more complex, subtler, and eventually competing ob-

jectives. For future work it could be interesting to investigate other FBA assumptions, 

including non-linear o multi-objective functions, which may represent better the strate-

gies that cells acquire through evolution. 

Another limitation of the developed models is that they have been only validated with 

chemostat cultures. However, batch cultures are common in industry. It may be useful 

to investigate the application of FBA along time to simulate a batch culture. 

Finally, the model could be extended to consider other carbon sources. In this work, a 

small metabolic network of P. pastoris has been used. The model considers the uptake 

of three main carbon sources: glucose, glycerol, and methanol. Nevertheless other car-

bon sources have been used as carbon sources for this yeast as alanine, sorbitol, manni-

tol and trehalose. An extension to our constraint-based model including some of these 

carbon sources could be made to investigate how accurate the approaches implement-

ed in this thesis are with respect to other carbon sources. 
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Validation of an FBA model for Pichia pastoris in
chemostat cultures
Yeimy Morales1*, Marta Tortajada2, Jesús Picó3, Josep Vehí1 and Francisco Llaneras1
Abstract

Background: Constraint-based metabolic models and flux balance analysis (FBA) have been extensively used in the
last years to investigate the behavior of cells and also as basis for different industrial applications. In this context,
this work provides a validation of a small-sized FBA model of the yeast Pichia pastoris. Our main objective is testing
how accurate is the hypothesis of maximum growth to predict the behavior of P. pastoris in a range of experimental
environments.

Results: A constraint-based model of P. pastoris was previously validated using metabolic flux analysis (MFA). In this
paper we have verified the model ability to predict the cells behavior in different conditions without introducing
measurements, experimental parameters, or any additional constraint, just by assuming that cells will make the best use
of the available resources to maximize its growth. In particular, we have tested FBA model ability to: (a) predict growth
yields over single substrates (glucose, glycerol, and methanol); (b) predict growth rate, substrate uptakes, respiration
rates, and by-product formation in scenarios where different substrates are available (glucose, glycerol, methanol, or
mixes of methanol and glycerol); (c) predict the different behaviors of P. pastoris cultures in aerobic and hypoxic
conditions for each single substrate. In every case, experimental data from literature are used as validation.

Conclusions: We conclude that our predictions based on growth maximisation are reasonably accurate, but still far
from perfect. The deviations are significant in scenarios where P. pastoris grows on methanol, suggesting that the
hypothesis of maximum growth could be not dominating in these situations. However, predictions are much better
when glycerol or glucose are used as substrates. In these scenarios, even if our FBA model is small and imposes a
strong assumption regarding how cells will regulate their metabolic fluxes, it provides reasonably good predictions in
terms of growth, substrate preference, product formation, and respiration rates.

Keywords: Constraint- based model, Flux balance analysis, Possibilistic metabolic flux analysis, Pichia pastoris
Background
Pichia pastoris is a methylotrophic yeast widely recognized
as a suitable expression system for basic research and in-
dustrial application [1]. More than 500 proteins have been
expressed using this system due to (a) the possibility to
grow cultures to very high cell densities. (b) The existence
of methanol-inducible alcohol oxidase promoters (AOX).
(c) its ability to produce post-translational modifications,
and (d) the good protein yield/cost ratio.
As any other living cell, P. pastoris cells are complex

systems, but they can be represented as an array of reac-
tions that convert raw materials into energy and building
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blocks. These collections of chemical reactions form a
metabolic network; and these metabolic networks can be
encoded in an mxn matrix, with m metabolites and n re-
actions, called stoichiometric matrix [2-4]. From these
networks, a constraint-based model can be derived by
imposing a mass balance around the metabolites as-
sumed to be balanced —mostly internal ones—, and by
constraining those reactions that are assumed to be irre-
versible. This way, a constraint-based model defines a
space of feasible flux distributions, i.e., a space of all the
metabolic behaviors that the cells can show in different
conditions [5,6]. These models have the advantage of
not requiring knowledge about kinetic parameters,
which are rarely known for most intracellular reactions.
The space of feasible flux distribution can be still re-

duced by adding more constraints, such as context-
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dependent assumptions. As a result, there are several
methodologies employed with different purposes and
making use of different mathematical frameworks, but
they all have in common the use of a constraint-based
modeling approach [5].Two popular approaches are
metabolic flux analysis (MFA) and flux balance analysis
(FBA). MFA combines the constraint-based model with
a set of experimental measurements, usually of extracel-
lular fluxes, to perform estimations [7]. FBA also uses a
constraint-based model, but it incorporates an assump-
tion of optimal cell behavior [2,8-10].
In particular, FBA is a framework to get predictions from

a constraint-based model using optimization [2,6,8,11].
FBA predictions are based on assuming that cells, due
to evolutionary pressure, have evolved to be optimal in
a particular (and known) way. This approach reduces
the space of feasible flux distributions generated by the
constraint-based model by incorporating «input» con-
straints —typically bounds for the uptake fluxes, based on
known capacities or the availability of substrates—, and
defining an objective function based on an assumption of
optimal cell behavior. Often, the objective function chosen
is the maximization of the biomass growth rate [12,13].
However, many other objective functions have been pro-
posed, such as the maximization of ATP production rate
[14] or the minimization of total flux [15].
Even if FBA predictions based on the hypothesis of

maximal growth rate have been shown to be reasonably
accurate in several studies, their limitations have been
also investigated [16]. It has been argued that the as-
sumption is well justified in many cases, but not in all
situations [10]. Similar conclusions were drawn by
Shuetz et al., when the authors performed a systematic
evaluation of different objective functions in order to
predict intracellular fluxes of E. coli cultures by invoking
optimality principles [13]. They found that no single
objective function was able to accurately predict the be-
havior that cells shown in all the conditions. These limi-
tations are the basis to investigate more sophisticated
objective functions and also for dealing with multiple
criteria simultaneously, by means of Pareto surface and
other analytical tools [17,18].
In this paper, we present the validation of a FBA (con-

straint-based) model of P. pastoris based on a small-
sized metabolic network. In line with previous works
done with small models of other organisms, such as E.
coli [19,20], S. cerevisiae [21,22] or Aspergillus niger [23],
with a less studied organism as P. pastoris. Our main ob-
jective is testing how accurate is the hypothesis of max-
imum growth rate to predict the cells behavior in a
range of experimental environments. The underlying
constraint-based model of P. pastoris was previously val-
idated against experimental data using MFA [24]. Now
we will test the FBA model ability to give reasonable
predictions without incorporating measurements, just by
assuming that cells will make the best use of the avail-
able resources.

Methods
Constraint based metabolic model
Along this paper, a constraint-based model of P. pastoris
has been used. The model is a modified version of the
one previously described and validated in [24,25]. It is a
standard constraint-based model, as those described in
[5] or [2]. The model was derived from a set of central
metabolic reactions. These reactions are then translated
into constraints by assuming that intracellular metabolites
are at steady-state (and disregarding the dilution effect).
Then, another set of inequality constraints is incorporated
by imposing irreversibility to some reactions. This proced-
ure results in a set of model constraints (MOC) that de-
fines a space of feasible steady state flux distributions, as
follows:

MOC ¼ N ⋅v ¼ 0
D⋅v ≥ 0

�
ð1Þ

Where N is a stoichiometric matrix, with m metabo-
lites and n reactions, the vector v is the vector of reac-
tion fluxes, which represent the mass flow through each
of the n reactions in the network. The matrix D, is a di-
agonal matrix with Dij = 1 if the flux is irreversible and
null otherwise.

Consistency analysis of experimental data
To validate our model predictions, several experimental
datasets corresponding to different P. pastoris chemostat
experiments have been collected from literature. Each
dataset contains experimental measurements of several
extracellular fluxes (e.g., biomass growth, glucose uptake
rate, oxygen uptake rate, etc.). However, these experiments
came from different sources, correspond to cultures of dif-
ferent strains, and have been obtained following different
experimental protocols. For this reason the consistency of
each dataset has been evaluated beforehand using two dif-
ferent methods: (a) a simple carbon balance, and (b) a pos-
sibilistic consistency analysis against our stoichiometric
model.

Carbon balance
The consistency of each experimental dataset has been
evaluated checking that the measurements fulfilled a C-mol
balance. This test could only be performed when measure-
ments for the main uptake and production fluxes of car-
bon sources were available, which generally means that all
substrates (glucose, glycerol and methanol), biomass and
CO2 rates were measured, as well as the main possible
byproducts (ethanol, pyruvate, and citrate). The actual
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elemental composition of biomass and ash content were
taken into account whenever available; otherwise a mean
composition was used. A general elemental composition
for recombinant protein was taken from [3]. In those cases
where heterologous protein was measured, it was included
in the carbon balance; however, as the carbon content was
small, it was neglected in those datasets where protein
production was unknown.
In summary, for 52 datasets the carbon balance was

checked based on measurements of glucose, glycerol,
methanol, CO2, biomass, protein, pyruvate, ethanol, and
citrate (note: in some cases the byproducts were not
measured, but reported negligible). For datasets 17, 18
and 50–52 protein production was unknown, but its car-
bon content was assumed to be negligible. Finally, data-
sets 29 to 45 and 53 to 55 could not be checked because
the CO2 production rate was unknown.

Possibilistic MFA
As a complementary test, and also to deal with those ex-
perimental datasets lacking a carbon-balance, we perform
a different consistency analysis based on Possibilistic
MFA. The method was described in [5,26] and applied in
[24,25]. Details can be found in those works, but a short
description follows. First, we describe the Possibilistic
MFA method, and then we explain how it can be used to
perform a consistency analysis.
Possibilistic MFA takes into account that experimental

measurements are imprecise and do not exactly satisfy
the constraints in (1). All measurements are thus consid-
ered relatively uncertain, as follows: wm = vm + em, where
em is a vector containing the errors (or deviations) be-
tween the actual fluxes and their measured values. Simi-
larly, these measurement errors can be represented with
two sets of non-negative variables, ε and μ:

MεC ¼
wm ¼ vm þ ε1−μ1 þ ε2−μ2

ε1; μ1 ≥ 0
0≤ ε2 ≤ εmax

2
0 ≤ μ2 ≤ μ

max
2

8>><
>>:

ð2Þ

Each candidate solution of (1) and (2) can be denoted
as δ. Then, we (as users) define a function that assigns
possibility in [0, 1] to each solution, ranging between im-
possible and fully possible. A simple way is using a linear
cost index as:

J δð Þ ¼ α∙ε1 þ β ∙ μ1 ð3Þ
Then, the possibility of each solution can be defined

as:

π δð Þ ¼ exp −J δð Þ δ ⊂Δð ð4Þ
Where α y β are row vectors of user defined, sensor

accuracy coefficients. The results can be interpreted as
“vm =w is fully possible; the more vm and w differ, the
less possible such situation is”. In particular, and for all
our computations, the bounds ε2

max and μ2
max have been

chosen to define an interval of fully possible values around
the measured ones (±5% deviation); while the weights α
and β have been chosen to a decreasing possibility to lar-
ger deviations (e.g., deviations larger than ±20% have a
possibility of lower than π = 0.1). More details can be
found in [25].
At this point, Possibilistic MFA provides flux estimates

accounting for uncertainty. For instance, the simplest
flux estimate vmp in δmp is given by a maximum possibil-
ity (minimum cost) solution of the constraint satisfac-
tion problem (1)-(2), which can be obtained solving a
linear programming (LP) problem.

Jmin ¼ minε;μ;νJ s:t MOC ∩MεCf ð5Þ
This most possible solution given by (5) has an associ-

ated degree of possibility:

πmp ¼ exp −Jmin
� � ð6Þ

This value in [0, 1] provides our consistency check.
This value πmp is the possibility of the most possible flux
distribution. It is grading the degree of consistency be-
tween different measurements, and between the measure-
ments (2) and the model constraints in (1). A possibility
equal to one must be interpreted as a complete con-
sistency, while lower values imply that there is some error
in measurements or in the model.
Finally, there is a similar way of express the degree of

consistency provided by the possibilistic method. In this
case, we calculate the percentage of measurements error
(in ε2

max, μ2
max) that must be allowed to find a solution

with possibility equal to 1. We denote this degree of “as-
sumed error” as AE index. Clearly, the larger this index
is, the more inconsistent measurements are. For ex-
ample, an AE index of 10% implies that a 10% of flexibil-
ity is required around all the measurements to find a
solution that fulfills simultaneously the measurements
and model constraints.
Note: This consistency analysis assumes that model

constraints are accurate; but let us remark that the FBA
hypothesis, which will be evaluated along this paper, has
not been included so far. The model used in the
consistency analysis was validated before and has been
proved to be relatively reliable [24,25].

Flux balance analysis
Several flux balance analysis (FBA) simulations have
been performed. As stated in the backgrounds section,
FBA is a methodology to get predictions from a
constraint-based model by assuming that the cells be-
have optimally. In this way, predictions are obtained by
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solving an optimization problem: maximize the (hypo-
thetical) cells objective function subject to the con-
straints that are imposed by the model.
If the objective function is linear and the constraints

are linear equalities and inequalities —which is the case
for all our computations—, the FBA problem can be for-
mulated as a linear programming problem. In this case,
predictions can be obtained following a simple and effi-
cient four-step procedure.
First: define a set of model constraints (MOC), such as

in (1). These constraints are always the same for a given
organism, independently of its environment and particu-
lar circumstances.
Second: incorporate context-dependent constraints,

which represent the scenario that the modeled organism
is facing in a particular case. For example, these con-
straints define which substrates are available or if there
is oxygen in the media. In general, these constraints will
be inequalities:

vmin
u ≥ vu ≥ vmax

u ð7Þ
Third: define a biologically relevant objective function

Z that is assumed to represent the cells objective, as re-
sult of evolutionary pressure. In all our computations
this objective will be to maximize growth. The objective
function is defined as follows (where d is column vector
of size n with zeros in every position but the one corre-
sponding to the biomass growth):

Z ¼ d ⋅ v ð8Þ
Fourth: finally, predictions are obtained by solving a

linear programing problem to compute the flux distribu-
tion that makes the optimal use of the available re-
sources, (i.e., that maximizes the objective function Z).

vopt ¼ maxvZ s:t
N ⋅v ¼ 0
D⋅v ≥ 0

vmin
u ≥ vu ≥ vmax

u

8<
:

9=
; ð9Þ

All FBA computations have been performed with
MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., 2009) and YALMIP Tool-
box [27].

Results and discussion
P. pastoris constraint-based model building
Along this paper, a small-sized, constraint-based model
of P. pastoris shown in Figure 1 will be used. The model
is a modified version of the one previously described
and validated in [24], which was based in a previous
model by Dragosits et al. [28] it is a standard constraint-
based model, whose generalities are described in [5] or [2].
As a constraint based model, it was derived from the

knowledge about P. pastoris metabolic network. The
model is not a comprehensive representation of P. pastoris
metabolism, but it includes the main catabolic pathways
(Embden-Meyerhoff-Parnas pathway, citric acid cycle,
pentose phosphate and fermentative pathways), considers
the uptake of several carbon sources (glucose, glycerol,
and methanol) and accounts for biomass growth and ATP
balance. Metabolites such as NAD, AcCoA, oxaloacetate,
or pyruvate are considered in both cytosolic and mito-
chondrial pools.
Two new reactions have been incorporated to the

model described in [24] in the pyruvate metabolism and
in the mitochondrial transport. The new reactions are:
Reaction 36:ATP+Oxaloacetate →ADP+ Phosphoenol-

pyruvate + CO2.
Reaction 37: Acetyl −CoAmit↔ Acetyl −CoA.
The model contains 47 metabolites and 48 metabolic

reactions. There are 37 internal metabolites that are as-
sumed balanced, which define a 37x48 stoichiometric
matrix N with 11 degrees of freedom. All internal reac-
tions are considered irreversible, except for reactions; 2–
8, 15, 22–27, 29, 34, 37 and 44. The matrix and the list
of reactions are given in the Additional file 1.

P. pastoris FBA models
Along this paper the word “model” is used to denote
two different representations of P. pastoris. The first one
is the constraint-based model of P. pastoris that we have
already defined which contains only information regard-
ing its central metabolism and reactions irreversibilities.
The second type of model emerges when we combine
this constraint-based model with a biological objective
for the cells (maximizing growth), so that we obtain a
complete FBA model as defined in the methods sections.
Please recall that the main goal of this paper is to evalu-
ate the validity of the second model, i.e., the validity of
assuming that P. pastoris cells objective is maximizing
its growth rate. Hereinafter, we will denote this second
model as FBA model.

Recompilation and analysis of experimental data
Thus, the main goal of this paper is to validate the pre-
dictions of an FBA model. To do that, experimental
datasets from different chemostat experiments have been
collected from literature. We collected data from 72
chemostat experiments that correspond to P. pastoris
cultures growing on methanol, glycerol, glucose or mix-
tures of these substrates. Each dataset is defined by a set
of experimental measurements of several extracellular
fluxes (e.g., biomass growth, glucose uptake rate, oxygen
uptake rate, etc.). The number of available measure-
ments in each dataset is not always the same, mostly be-
cause gas measurements are sometimes unavailable.
Most datasets correspond to recombinant strains, result-
ing in the production of a heterologous protein. All
datasets can be found in Additional file 2.



Figure 1 Metabolic network of P. pastoris. Metabolic network for the Pichia pastoris model. For the sake of clarity, the reactions representing
biomass growth and ATP balance have not been included in the scheme (they can be found in the Additional file 1).
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Please notice that the experimental datasets come from
different sources and correspond to experiments with dif-
ferent strains and different experimental protocols. For
this reason, before using them, the consistency of each
dataset has been evaluated using two different methods:
(a) a simple carbon-balance, and (b) a possibilistic con-
sistency analysis against our stoichiometric model. Both
methods are described in detail in the methods section.
The complete results of these analyses can be found in the
Additional file 2.
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The carbon-balance test of consistency could only be
performed with 52 datasets for which CO2 measure-
ments were available. The consistency is reasonably
good for the majority of the tested datasets, with a devi-
ation minor than 10% in carbon content for datasets; 1–
4, 7–14, 46–48, 50, 51, 56–72. Only a few datasets (5, 6,
15, 24–28, 49) have a deviation higher than 10%.
To provide further validation of the data, and deal

with those datasets which consistency cannot be evaluated
with a carbon balance, a possibilistic MFA consistency test
was also applied. Again, most of the datasets are highly
consistent with the model: 72% are fully possible and only
4 in 72 datasets have an AE index larger than 15% —this
includes the intrinsic uncertainty of any measure (e.g. cali-
bration errors, offsets, etc.).
As a result of the analysis, datasets 5, 6, and 15 have

been classified as inconsistent with both methods. This
result suggests that measurement errors are likely in
those datasets. We have decided to keep all datasets in
our further analysis, but these ones will be labeled as less
trustworthy data.

Validation 1: prediction of growth and yields on single
substrates
Several validation tests will be performed in subsequent
sections in order to validate our P. pastoris FBA model.
First, we will check if the model is able to predict growth
on several substrates (glucose, glycerol and methanol).
Then, we will check if the theoretical biomass yields on
these substrates are in agreement with the actual yields
that P. pastoris shows in experimental conditions.

Simulation procedure
To predict the biomass yield we compute a set of FBA
simulations, one per each substrate (glucose, glycerol,
and methanol). In each simulation all substrate uptakes
were fixed to be zero (thus representing the substrate un-
availability) except one, which was fixed to be 1 mmol/g/h
(the exact value is not important, since we will be calculat-
ing yields). Oxygen uptake was assumed to be unlimited.
This way we represent a scenario where one single sub-
strate is being consumed, no other substrates are available,
and oxygen is not limited. The assumed cells objective is
maximizing growth.
Table 1 P. pastoris yields in single substrates

Methanol Glucose

Yx/s YS/O2 YS/CO2 Yx/s

Cmmol mmol mmol Cmmol

mmol-1 mmol-1 mmol-1 mmol-1

FBA (this work) 0.66 0.83 0.34 3.97

FBA (Caspeta) 0.49 1.43 0.49 3.91

Exp. (average) 0.42 ± 0.09 1.06 ± 0.06 0.55 ± 0.02 3.41 ± 0.66
In summary, we are predicting how P. pastoris cells
will be using each substrate in the selected scenarios, ac-
cording to our model constraints and the assumption of
growth maximization as evolutionary objective.
We performed our simulations to get the optimal flux

distribution that is the model prediction (see methods).
Then we compute biomass growth yields (Yx/s) based
on the flux values of the optimal solution. These values
are finally compared with experimental yields taken from
literature. We also included the yields reported in a
genome-scale model of P. pastoris [29]. The comparison
is presented in Table 1.

Results
We first checked that, as expected, our FBA model is
able to sustain growth on all three single substrates. Glu-
cose, glycerol and methanol are sufficient in their own
to produce all precursors and energy requirement for
growth. According to the model, the best carbon source
was glucose (with a yield of 3.97 Cmol dcw/mmol)
followed by glycerol (2.26 Cmol dcw/mmol), and finally
methanol (0.66 Cmol dcw/mmol). This ranking is in
agreement with data previously reported [30], supporting
the idea that the set of reactions considered in our
model is capturing relatively well the main metabolic
pathways P. pastoris.
Furthermore, the predicted biomass yields for all three

substrates are found to be in reasonably good agreement
with the average experimental yields of our 72 datasets,
and also with the values reported for Caspeta’s genome-
scale model. This provides a first validation for the
model constraints and also for the hypothesis of max-
imal growth as cells objective, as it seems able to capture
(partially, at least) the metabolic regulation that P. pas-
toris has evolved and which determines its behavior in
the presence of these substrates. Notice, however, that the
predicted yields tend to be larger than the experimental
ones. The best agreement is shown with glycerol and glu-
cose (around 13% overestimation), but deviation is signifi-
cant with methanol (around 50% overestimation).
We suggest three tentative hypotheses to explain these

last results.
Firstly, the simplicity of our model makes us disregard

other operating constraints (e.g., thermodynamics, availability
Glycerol

YS/O2 YS/CO2 Yx/s YS/O2 YS/CO2

mmol mmol Cmmol Mmol mmol

mmol-1 mmol-1 mmol-1 mmol-1 mmol-1

1.97 2.03 2.26 1.21 0.74

1.53 1.96 2.23 0.95 0.68

1.44 ± 0.58 1.84 ± 0.4 1.99 ± 0.17 1.33 ± 0.27 1.01 ± 0.18
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of other nutrients, etc.) additional to stoichiometric and ir-
reversibility constraints that could also influence the actual
capabilities of the microorganism, resulting in actual yields
lower that predicted.
Secondly, our model is not accounting for recombin-

ant protein production, which occurs in the majority of
the experiments used for validation, and which is known
to affect P. pastoris’s use of available resources (and gen-
erally, but not always, to result in lower growth).
Finally, the assumption of growth maximization may

not perfectly capture the actual cells evolutionary objec-
tives (which may be more subtle and complex). This
seems particularly likely when methanol is the substrate,
since the deviation is larger in these scenarios.
All these three issues will be discussed in more depth in

subsequent sections, where more data will be available.

Validation 2: FBA predictions in real scenarios
For the next validation of our FBA model, we will define
scenarios where some substrates are available (glucose,
methanol, or mixes of ethanol and glycerol). Then, we
will use the FBA model to predict if and how these sub-
strates will be consumed. These scenarios correspond to
our 72 datasets, so we will have data to validate the
model predictions. Predictions of growth, substrate up-
take, respiration rates and byproduct formation rates will
be validated against experimental data in each case.

Simulation procedure
Each scenario is defined by the availability of each sub-
strate (glucose, glycerol and methanol), which is repre-
sented by binding their uptake to a maximum value
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Figure 2 FBA growth predictions vs. experimental growth. Compariso
different substrates as carbon sources: A) glycerol, B) glucose, C) methanol
datasets, whereas red ones are those classified as inaccurate. Gray represen
equal to the experimental one, as reported in the corre-
sponding dataset (vi ≤ vi,measured). Notice that the uptake
flux values are not fixed, but just bounded. To represent
the unavailability of substrates their uptake flux is fixed
to be zero. The oxygen uptake rate was not restricted,
thus assuming that it was not the limiting factor (notice
that this makes the prediction more difficult: if oxygen
was indeed a limitation in some scenarios, our model
will not have this information about the environment
that cells are facing). As before, the objective function
used in the FBA model is growth maximization.

Results
Prediction of growth, substrate uptake, respiration rates,
and byproduct formation rates are given in Figure 2 and
Table 2 for each scenario. As shown in Figure 2 and
Table 2, predictions of growth and substrate uptake are
remarkably accurate in scenarios growing on glycerol
and glucose. It seems clear that growth maximization is
a quite reasonable assumption in these scenarios. It seems
that substrates tend to be used through pathways that re-
sult in almost optimal growth. Notice also that byproduct
formation is not predicted in any scenario, which is also in
agreement with the experimental evidence.
Predictions of oxygen uptake rate and carbon produc-

tion rate are less accurate. This may pinpoint modeling
errors (in the model constraints or in the assumption of
maximizing growth), but also errors in gas measure-
ments: these measurements are generally less reliable,
since they are based on determinations of the exhaust
gases flow and concentration, which are prone to sub-
stantial experimental deviations.
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Table 2 FBA predicted fluxes vs. experimental fluxes

Glycerol

Code μ Glycerol Oxygen CO2 By-products

msd1 ptd2 msd ptd msd ptd msd ptd msd ptd

7 1.88 2.46 1.09 1.09 2.16 1.32 1.56 0.81 0.00 0.00

11 6.17 6.21 2.75 2.75 3.62 3.33 2.35 2.04 0.00 0.00

62 0.90 1.16 0.52 0.52 0.82 0.62 0.62 0.38 NR3 0.00

63 1.11 1.39 0.62 0.62 0.87 0.75 0.65 0.46 NR 0.00

64 2.38 2.74 1.21 1.21 1.65 1.47 1.22 0.90 NR 0.00

65 4.89 5.42 2.40 2.40 3.12 2.91 2.29 1.78 NR 0.00

66 8.37 9.13 4.04 4.04 4.77 4.89 3.40 3.00 NR 0.00

70 8.07 8.31 3.68 3.68 3.99 4.45 2.96 2.73 NR 0.00

71 8.79 10.16 4.50 4.50 4.71 5.44 4.70 3.34 NR 0.00

72 8.66 9.17 4.06 4.06 4.19 4.91 3.53 3.01 NR 0.00

NRMSE4 12% 0% 14% 23%

Median error5 13% 0% 13% 24%

Glucose

Code μ Glucose Oxygen CO2 By-products

msd ptd msd ptd msd ptd msd ptd msd ptd

1 3.72 3.83 0.96 0.96 2.00 1.90 2.09 1.95 ≥0.02a 0.00

2 3.72 3.74 0.94 0.94 1.78 1.85 1.87 1.90 ≥0.04a 0.00

3 3.74 3.64 0.92 0.91 1.69 1.80 1.75 1.85 0.00 0.00

4 3.01 3.93 0.99 0.99 2.12 1.95 2.37 2.01 ≥0.03b 0.00

5 3.71 5.29 1.33 1.33 1.57 2.62 2.03 2.69 ≥0.3c 0.00

6 3.73 6.92 1.74 1.74 0.54 3.43 1.65 3.52 ≥1.0c 0.00

14 5.74 6.00 1.51 1.51 2.71 2.97 3.18 3.06 0.00 0.00

49 1.03 1.71 0.43 0.43 0.33 0.85 0.74 0.87 NR 0.00

50 2.57 2.78 0.70 0.70 0.78 1.38 1.15 1.42 NR 0.00

51 3.99 3.93 0.99 0.99 1.75 1.95 2.27 2.01 NR 0.00

53 5.26 5.56 1.40 1.40 1.34 2.76 2.12 2.84 NR 0.00

NRMSE 29% 0% 64% 32%

% Median error 6% 0% 11% 15%

Methanol

Code μ Methanol Oxygen CO2 By-products

msd ptd msd ptd msd ptd msd ptd msd ptd

15 1.60 4.18 6.31 6.31 7.56 5.23 3.44 2.13 0.00 0.00

28 2.32 2.66 4.02 4.02 4.22 3.33 2.33 1.36 0.00 0.00

36 0.31 0.66 0.99 0.99 0.82 0.33 0.00 0.00

37 1.39 3.09 4.66 4.66 3.86 1.57 0.00 0.00

38 1.62 3.73 5.64 5.64 4.67 1.90 0.00 0.00

39 1.04 2.00 3.02 3.02 2.50 1.02 0.00 0.00

40 1.20 2.25 3.39 3.39 2.81 1.14 0.00 0.00

41 1.93 2.88 4.34 4.34 3.60 1.47 0.00 0.00

42 1.31 2.40 3.62 3.62 3.00 1.22 ≥0.01b 0.00

43 1.66 2.67 4.02 4.02 3.33 1.36 ≥0.01b 0.00

44 0.54 1.15 1.73 1.73 1.44 0.59 0.00 0.00
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Table 2 FBA predicted fluxes vs. experimental fluxes (Continued)

45 0.66 1.11 1.67 1.67 1.38 0.56 0.00 0.00

53 1.97 2.69 4.06 4.06 3.36 1.37 NR 0.00

54 2.96 3.93 5.93 5.93 4.91 2.00 NR 0.00

55 3.54 4.76 7.18 7.18 5.95 2.42 NR 0.00

56 1.22 1.80 2.72 2.72 2.93 2.26 1.57 0.92 NR 0.00

57 2.12 2.94 4.44 4.44 4.70 3.68 2.48 1.50 NR 0.00

58 2.31 3.17 4.79 4.79 5.05 3.97 2.72 1.62 NR 0.00

59 2.34 3.21 4.85 4.85 5.08 4.02 2.68 1.64 NR 0.00

60 3.53 4.71 7.12 7.12 7.22 5.89 3.76 2.40 NR 0.00

61 4.47 5.90 8.90 8.90 8.67 7.37 4.46 3.01 NR 0.00

NRMSE 61% 0% 51% 45%

% Median error 45% 0% 21% 39%

Glycerol methanol mixtures

Code μ Glycerol Methanol Oxygen CO2 By-products

msd ptd msd ptd msd ptd msd ptd msd ptd msd ptd

8 2.07 2.56 0.95 0.95 0.63 0.63 2.70 1.67 1.70 0.92 0.00 0.00

9 1.72 2.65 0.74 0.74 1.48 1.48 3.90 2.12 2.10 1.05 0.00 0.00

10 2.02 2.83 0.57 0.57 2.33 2.33 4.85 2.62 2.21 1.21 0.00 0.00

12 6.18 7.49 2.77 2.77 1.87 1.87 7.19 4.90 4.18 2.69 0.00 0.00

13 6.24 6.84 2.23 2.23 2.73 2.73 7.20 4.96 3.60 2.58 0.00 0.00

19 2.32 2.84 0.67 0.67 2.01 2.01 3.21 2.47 1.77 1.18 0.00 0.00

20 2.32 2.80 0.51 0.51 2.49 2.49 3.46 2.68 1.89 1.22 0.00 0.00

21 2.32 2.78 0.43 0.43 2.73 2.73 3.58 2.78 1.97 1.24 0.00 0.00

22 2.32 2.75 0.31 0.31 3.09 3.09 3.76 2.93 2.09 1.27 0.00 0.00

23 2.32 2.74 0.28 0.28 3.18 3.18 3.79 2.97 2.09 1.28 0.00 0.00

24 2.32 2.72 0.18 0.18 3.49 3.49 3.96 3.11 2.17 1.31 0.00 0.00

25 2.32 2.69 0.13 0.13 3.62 3.62 3.96 3.16 2.21 1.32 0.00 0.00

26 2.32 2.69 0.11 0.11 3.69 3.69 4.02 3.19 2.25 1.33 0.00 0.00

27 2.32 2.68 0.09 0.09 3.74 3.74 4.06 3.21 2.25 1.33 0.00 0.00

29 0.39 0.86 0.27 0.27 0.38 0.37 0.64 0.33 0.00 0.00

30 0.77 1.56 0.54 0.54 0.50 0.50 1.07 0.57 0.00 0.00

31 1.16 2.25 0.82 0.81 0.63 0.63 1.50 0.82 0.00 0.00

32 1.93 2.89 1.09 1.09 0.66 0.66 1.86 1.03 0.00 0.00

33 2.71 3.69 1.36 1.36 0.94 0.94 2.42 1.32 0.00 0.00

34 3.09 4.66 1.90 1.90 0.55 0.55 2.75 1.60 0.00 0.00

35 3.48 5.81 2.45 2.45 0.44 0.44 3.32 1.96 0.00 0.00

46 4.54 5.83 2.53 2.53 0.18 0.18 4.78 3.21 3.25 1.94 0.00 0.00

47 5.63 7.06 2.61 2.61 1.76 1.76 5.35 4.61 3.09 2.53 0.00 0.00

48 5.44 6.72 2.22 2.22 2.58 2.58 5.73 4.82 3.33 2.52 0.00 0.00

NRMSE 32% 0% 0% 34% 39%

% Md error 19% 0% 0% 23% 39%
1Measured values from dataset. 2Predicted values. 3Non reported values. 4Root mean square deviation normalized. 5Median of percentage errors.
Note: The datasets 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 42 and 43 reported small quantities of byproducts. aEthanol and citrate, bcitrate only, cethanol, citrate and pyruvate.
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It is also noticeable that discrepancies in methanol sce-
narios are larger than those in other substrates, with a
median error of 45% for biomass growth (for 19% in
mixes of glycerol-methanol, 12% in glycerol, and 6% in
glucose). Again, this indicates that the FBA model is less
precise in scenarios in which methanol is consumed. As
we have already mentioned in the former section, there
are several possible reasons for this behavior: (i) our
underlying constraint-based model may have errors or
limitation in the methanol pathways, e.g., reactions and
other constraints may be missing, (b) our model is not
considering the resources devoted to produce recombin-
ant protein, and (c) the hypothesis of maximizing growth
could be less suitable in the case of methanol, since it is
a less frequent substrate in the environment for which
P. pastoris is selectively adapted.
Let us discuss in more depth what could explain these

deviations between predicted and actual cells behavior.
The first reason to explain why predicted values are

larger than the measured ones is that our model is only
accounting for stoichiometric and irreversibility con-
straints, but there could be other operating constraints
such as thermodynamic constraints or biochemical re-
strictions resulting from regulation (e.g. feedback inhib-
ition of enzymes limiting the optimal use of substrates).
This applies for all three substrates; however the over-
estimation in methanol is larger than in glycerol and
glucose, suggesting that our stoichiometric model could
be not accounting for relevant skills in the methanol
metabolism. For example, phenomena such as accumu-
lation of formaldehyde and hydroxide peroxide at high
methanol concentrations may result in cell growth im-
pairment as both oxidized products of methanol are
toxic for the cell [31]. Biogenesis of peroxisomes, the
central metabolism organelle for assimilation and dis-
similation of methanol greatly disturbs cellular content,
as it can occupy 90% of the cell volume during growth
in methanol [32,33]. It should also be mentioned that
the biomass equation in the model was adapted from
other yeast (S. cerevisiae) and growth conditions (glu-
cose as the only carbon source) [28]. Exclusive growth
on methanol might also represent a highly specific cellu-
lar condition that would require the development of a
biomass equation of its own for an improved predictive
accuracy.
However, it is still remarkable that even if our model

is a raw representation of the whole metabolism and
even if metabolism is only part of all phenomena occur-
ring within cells, imposing these constraints seems to be
enough to allow reasonably accurate predictions.
A second reason to explain the deviation is that the

assumption of growth maximization does not perfectly
represent the evolutionary objectives of these cells. This
is particularly plausible in the case of methanol, because
it is a less common (or frequent) substrate in nature for
P. pastoris. If this is the case, it would be an efficient
evolutionary strategy to not completely regulate every
metabolic reaction if methanol is the only available sub-
strate in a given moment, because these conditions will
not remain long time, and therefore the metabolic cost
of regulate and deregulate every reaction could be an in-
efficient effort. This reasoning is in agreement with the
hypothesis that a specific flux distribution at a certain
condition might be chosen to minimize adjustment efforts
to other conditions, as proposed in [17]. In addition, as
methanol assimilation is a highly specific capability for this
yeast, not seen in most species, it could be the case that
optimal growth is not required to overtake competitors in
an already favorable environment.
Finally, it must be taken into account that our model

is not considering recombinant protein production. This
can also explain why the predicted growth tends to be
larger than the observed one. Metabolic precursors and
energetic resources required to produce recombinant pro-
tein, as the stress that this production provokes in cells,
are not taken into account in our predictions —instead,
we are implicitly assuming that recombinant strains be-
have as a wild type strains, and thus no heterologous pro-
tein is produced—. These phenomena penalize substrate
uptake, and thus growth, and will possibly impact also
growth in terms of yield (although there is evidence sug-
gesting the opposite in scenarios where glucose is the sub-
strate [34]). If these phenomena related with protein
production were taken into account in our model, the pre-
dicted growth might be lower and show a better agree-
ment with experimental data.
In summary, our FBA model, which couples a constraint

based model with the hypotheses of maximization of
growth, shows an acceptable agreement with the experi-
mental data of dozens of chemostat cultures of P. pastoris,
especially when glycerol and glucose are the carbon
sources. Several issues must be highlighted in this regard:
(1) heterogeneity within the evaluated experimental condi-
tions (different sources, microbial strains, recombinant
proteins, culture conditions), where, in addition, measure-
ment accuracy will not always be perfect; (2) our model
does not consider all constraints operating in the system,
but only (partial) stoichiometry and irreversibility; (3) we
are assuming that cells behavior is optimal in one particu-
lar sense —growth—, what is an extreme and rough as-
sumption; and (4) we are not considering the effects that
protein production may have on cells behavior. These
factors are clearly important. Anyhow, it is remarkable
that even thought this model is a crude representation
of whole metabolism, and metabolism is also a limited
part of all cellular phenomena, those constraints seem
to be relevant enough to result in reasonably accurate
predictions.
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Validation 3: predicting behavior under oxygen limitation
To continue the validation of our P. pastoris FBA model,
we will investigate its behavior in aerobic and hypoxic
conditions. First, we will check if the model is able to
predict the qualitative behavior of cells for each single
substrate.
Simulation procedure
We will predict the behavior of P. pastoris in microaero-
bic and aerobic conditions for each single substrate. To
study growth over glucose, the glucose uptake was lim-
ited to be less than 1 mmol/g/h, while methanol and gly-
cerol uptakes were fixed to be zero. Then we performed
a set of FBA simulations with increasing levels of avail-
able oxygen (i.e., the oxygen uptake rate will be succes-
sively limited to be less or equal than 0.01, 0.02 … etc.
up to 10 mmol/g/h). This way, a range of scenarios is
represented, where glucose can be consumed, no other
substrate is available, and oxygen changes from scarce,
to abundant. In all these simulations the cells objective
was maximizing growth. This exercise was repeated in
three scenarios where only one substrate was available at
a time. This way, we predict the aerobic and hypoxic be-
havior of P. pastoris over each single substrate to check
if it correctly fits with actual cells behavior.
Results
The model predictions for each single substrate and dif-
ferent oxygen conditions are shown in Figure 3. Each
graph shows the substrate uptake rate, the biomass
growth rate, and byproduct production. Comparing the
results, it can be observed that that glucose is predicted
to be the most efficient substrate both in aerobic and
microaerobic conditions (it achieves a better yield, as we
already knew). Methanol will be the least efficient sub-
strate, both in aerobic and microaerobic conditions.
Figure 3A also shows that our FBA model predicts

that growth on glucose will be qualitatively different de-
pending on oxygen availability. In microaerobic condi-
tions, glucose is consumed via fermentative pathways
(although some respiration is occurring as can be seen
in Figure 3B), and thus ethanol is produced as a bypro-
duct. These predictions are in accordance with the experi-
mental evidence previously reported [35,36]. In those
studios P. pastoris growth on glucose shows a facultative
anaerobic behavior with oxygen limitation; however this
leads to byproduct formation, especially ethanol, and also
arabinitol [37]. Little information is known about the im-
pact of oxygen availability on the physiology of recombin-
ant yeasts, but it is well described that P. pastoris growth
is higher in respiratory rather than fermentative mode
[38]. Oxygen limitation strongly affects the core metabol-
ism by causing energy deprivation, affecting growth, and
cells have to readjust their metabolic fluxes from cellular
respiration to fermentation [39].
According to our predictions, the maximum ethanol pro-

duction rate will be achieved with an oxygen uptake around
0.2 mmol/g/h per 1 mmol/g/h of glucose (YEtOH/Glu =
1.53 mmol/mmol, Yx/glu =1.17 Cmmol/mmol). If more
oxygen is available, there is a switch from fermentative to
respirative pathways —which are more efficient in terms
of biomass yield, but require more oxygen—, and there-
fore ethanol production tends to be lower. This also makes
sense from a biological standpoint. If oxygen uptake is lar-
ger than 1.96 mmol/g/h per 1 mmol/g/h of glucose, etha-
nol will no longer be produced, because oxygen is now in
excess, and glucose can be completely consumed via
respirative pathways (YEtOH/Glu = 0.00 mmol/mmol, Yx/s =
3.97 Cmmol/mmol). In this situation, the optimal growth
is achieved by directing fluxes through pathways that do
not involve ethanol production.
Figure 3B shows that our predictions for growth on

(only) glycerol depend also on oxygen availability. The
results are analogous to those obtained with glucose:
ethanol is produced when oxygen is scarce, because fer-
mentative pathways are active, but at lower rates that
those predicted with glucose [40]. This agrees with the
experimental evidence: even if glycerol is typically con-
sidered a non-fermentable carbon source in P. pastoris,
residual ethanol production has been reported both in
batch and fed-batch cultures [41,42]. It could be hy-
pothesized that this lower tendency of P. pastoris to
fermentation over glycerol with respect to glucose may
be due to the extra NAD+ that glycerol uptake requires
(in reaction 27).
Conversely, as it is shown in Figure 2C, the behavior

of P. pastoris is different when growth is sustained on
methanol: ethanol is never produced as byproduct even
if oxygen is limited. Despite oxygen scarcity, our model
always predicts that methanol will be consumed via
respirative pathways, and never by fermentative metab-
olism. One obvious reason is that oxygen is required to
metabolize methanol (by reaction 32), and therefore fer-
menting methanol is an inefficient way of getting NADH
or ATP, because respiration (reaction 28) provides a bet-
ter alternative—more economical in terms of oxygen—
to get these resources. According to our model methanol
fermentation is possible, but inefficient, and thus it is
not predicted to occur.

Validation 4: predicting substrate preferences and a
behavior in hypoxic conditions
To continue the analysis of the previous section, we will
now check if the model correctly predicts the prefer-
ences among multiple substrates that P. pastoris cells
exhibit when facing an environment where oxygen is
limited.



Figure 3 FBA predicted behavior under oxygen limitation. A) Biomass growth (upper panel) and substrate uptake and byproduct production
(lower panel) predicted for P. pastoris cultures growing over a) glucose, b) glycerol, and c) methanol. B) Flux distributions predicted for P. pastoris
cultures growing over glucose, glycerol, and methanol in different oxygen conditions.
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Simulation procedure
In this simulation all three substrates were assumed to be
available simultaneously. Glucose, glycerol and methanol
were all limited to be less than 1 mmol/g/h. Then we per-
formed a set of FBA simulations with increasing levels of
available oxygen (i.e., oxygen uptake rate was successively
limited to be less or equal than 0.01, 0.02 … etc. up to
10 mmol/g/h). This way, we represent a range of scenarios
where all substrates are available and oxygen ranges from
scarce to abundant. In all these simulations the cells ob-
jective was maximizing growth. In these scenarios P. pas-
toris cells could consume the three substrates, but a
preference could be shown because oxygen was limited.
This way, the substrate preference of P. pastoris will be
predicted.

Results
The results for the battery of simulations are shown in
Figure 4A. According to our FBA model, if methanol,
glycerol and glucose are simultaneously fed, but oxygen
is limited (less than 0.28 mmol/g/h per 1 mmol/g/h of
glucose), P. pastoris shows a preference for glucose as
carbon source. Glucose is consumed, while the others
substrates are not. Simply, if oxygen availability limits
the substrate uptakes, the most efficient source (in terms
of yield) will be preferred. If more oxygen is available,
the model predicts that glycerol will be the next sub-
strate to be consumed, and methanol the last one. These
results are in concordance with the preferences reported
by Inan & Meagner —they observed that if glycerol,
acetate, ethanol and methanol were present, the order of
utilization was glycerol, ethanol, acetate, and finally
methanol [30].
Now, let us elaborate about the four situations that

our model predicts depending on how much oxygen is
available. See Figure 4B and C for details about each
phase.
Phase I. Cells use the first available oxygen to grow on

glucose, showing a fermentative behavior that result in
ethanol as by-product (pathway 1 in Figure 4B and C).
This prediction is in good agreement with experimental
results [35]. This behavior is shown until the oxygen is
sufficient to metabolize all the available flux of glucose.
Phase II. If some more oxygen is available, glucose is

still the only substrate being consumed, but now par-
tially through respirative pathways. This implies that
there is a partial metabolic switch in order to start using
pathways that allow for an optimal use of glucose (in
terms of growth), but that require more oxygen than
those exhibited in hypoxic conditions (Phase I). As a re-
sult, the production of ethanol slightly decays. This be-
havior is only shown for a small range of oxygen levels:
if they increase above 0.29 mmol/g/h per 1 mmol/g/h of
glucose, then glycerol starts to be consumed.
Phase III. When the oxygen uptake is larger than
1.13 mmol/g/h per 1 mmol/g/h of glucose and glycerol,
the FBA prediction is that glucose and glycerol will be
consumed simultaneously. There is now enough oxygen
to consume all the available glucose, so the “excess” is
devoted to consume glycerol, while ethanol will appear
as a byproduct in larger quantities —indicating that both
substrates are mainly consumed through fermentative
pathways (pathways 1 and 3 in Figure 4B)—.The produc-
tion of ethanol and other byproducts in cultures with
glycerol and glucose as carbon sources has also been re-
ported in experimental observations [40]. The switch be-
tween phases II and III, which cannot be consequence of
substrates (which do not change), could be related with
NADH and ATP acting as limitants via oxygen restriction.
Phase IV. If oxygen is even more abundant, the next

transition is that glycerol and glucose will be still con-
sumed, but using the more efficient respirative pathways
(the change occurs from pathways 1 and 3 to 2 and 4 in
Figure 4). As a result, ethanol production tends to zero
as oxygen availability increases.
Phase V. Finally, if there is more than enough oxygen

to consume all the glucose and glycerol via respirative
pathways, methanol is predicted to be consumed. Since
methanol is the least productive substrate, the model
prediction is that it will only be consumed if there are
no other substrates available, or if oxygen is in high
excess.
These results show that if methanol, glycerol and glu-

cose are simultaneously fed in a limited scenario (in this
case by the available oxygen), our FBA model predicts
that P. pastoris will show a preference for glucose, fol-
lowed by glycerol, and finally methanol, what is in agree-
ment with experimental observations [41]. Notice that
our FBA model is based solely on metabolic constraints
and the hypothesis of maximal growth, and includes no
knowledge about regulation, signaling or any other pro-
cesses occurring within the cells. Remarkably, the optimal-
ity assumption is sufficient to predict (i) the substrate
preference, and (ii) the use of fermentative or respiratory
pathways, without representing the complex regulative
machinery that cells have evolved in order to govern these
processes.
Nevertheless, our FBA predictions fail in predicting

co-consumptions of substrates in phases III to V. When
the preferred substrate is limited (glucose) but oxygen is
still available, our model predicts that the second best
substrate will be consumed (glycerol). Yet, this behavior
is not shown in actual batch cultures. As it is well
known, when glucose, glycerol, and methanol are accu-
mulated in culture media, they will be consumed se-
quentially due to enzyme regulation through catabolite
repression (if the cells sense the presence of glucose, a
regulation process will occur to inhibit the catabolic



Figure 4 Behavior under O2 limitation with multiple substrates. A) Predictions of P. pastoris growth (up), uptakes (middle) and byproducts
(down) in scenarios where the three substrates are available but oxygen ranges from scarce, to limiting condition, to abundant. B) Schematic
active pathways in each different phase. C) Schematic macro pathways showed with each substrate.
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pathways of glycerol and methanol). The same phenom-
ena occur when glycerol (but not glucose) is available;
methanol uptake pathways will be inhibited. This catabolic
regulation —which occurs at transcriptional level— is the
mechanism that cells have evolved in order to implement
the substrate preference that we have predicted to result
in optimal growth.
But why our FBA model predicts co-consumptions

when oxygen is available in excess? Or better, why cells
have not evolved a machinery to show this behavior if it
is predicted to be more efficient? The explanation, in
our opinion, could be in our model setting, which is not
accounting for other constraints limiting the “biological
activity” in a broad sense, such as transport processes,
enzyme production, scarcity of cellular anabolic machin-
eries (e.g., ribosomes), etc. If oxygen or a single substrate
acts as limitant, our predictions are reasonable; however,
if those limits are not active at certain conditions, our
model lacks the remaining constraints and tends to pre-
dict more growth (or, in general, “biological activity”)
that the one actually possible. In other words, if we in-
clude in our model any kind of limiting factors, the pre-
dictions tend to be in agreement with actual cells
behavior, but when these limiting factors are missing,
our predictions will predict more activity than the actual
one, as it happens with co-consumptions.
Finally, notice that in fed-batch cultures —where the

catabolic regulation will not occur because the substrate
is not accumulated and therefore cells are unable to
sense its presence— P. pastoris cultures indeed show co-
consumptions as those predicted by our FBA model.
The glucose–glycerol co-consumption has been previ-
ously observed in fed-batch cultures [40], and also
glycerol-methanol [41,43] and glucose-methanol [44].
Note that our objective with this last validation pro-

cedure was to get predictions from the original, raw
model at different substrate environments before fine-
tuning the model without considering regulation or kin-
etics. At this point, the limits of our simple FBA model
are known, we may consider adding a minimum layer of
regulation to incorporate knowledge that the model is
lacking. The advantage is that now this can be done with
a minimal complexity approach —that is, adding as little
complexity as possible in order to further increase the
model accuracy—, while keeping the optimal growth hy-
pothesis as the main driving force of our FBA model.

Conclusions
We have validated a small-sized FBA model of P. pas-
toris metabolism using experimental data from the lit-
erature. Our purpose was to test the model ability to
give reasonable predictions in a wide range of experi-
mental conditions without tuning the model, just apply-
ing an FBA hypothesis of maximal growth over a
constraint-based model that accounts only for simple
stoichiometric and reversibilities. We have intentionally
avoided fine-tuning any parameter related to biomass
composition, ATP assimilation, substrate preference, re-
action kinetics, regulation phenomena, etc.
The computations along the paper show that our P.

pastoris FBA model is able to (i) predict growth yields
over single substrates; (b) predict growth, substrate up-
take, respiration rates, and byproduct formation in sce-
narios with different substrates; (c) predict the behavior
of P. pastoris in aerobic and hypoxic conditions over sin-
gle substrates; and (d) predict the substrate preference
under oxygen limitation.
In general, the results show that FBA model predic-

tions based on growth maximization are reasonably ac-
curate in many situations, particularly when glucose and
glycerol are the carbon sources. The divergences with
respect to the experimental data become larger in sce-
narios growing on methanol. We have already discussed
how different causes could explain this. One possible ex-
planation is that our model is not detailed enough. An-
other explanation is that our model, which represents
wild-type strains, disregards the alterations that occur in
modified organisms due to the production of recombin-
ant protein. Finally, it could be that the hypothesis of
maximizing growth is not as suitable growing on metha-
nol growth as it is when cells uptake glucose or glycerol.
Another limitation of our model occurs in scenarios of
multiple substrates and no oxygen limitation, when it
predicts co-consumptions that are not seen in actual
cultures. Probably, the reason is that our model is lack-
ing other constraints that operate in those situations. At
this point, the model can be extended to improve its
predictive capacity. First, methanol pathways can be de-
tailed and the biomass equation could be revised in
those conditions. Second, the expression of recombinant
protein could be addressed to better represent modified
organisms. Finally, we want to consider adding a layer of
regulation into the model in order to better predict the
cells behavior in scenarios where multiple carbon sources
are available.
Nevertheless, even if (i) our FBA model is a small one,

(ii) it has no parameter tuned, and (iii) it imposes a
strong assumption regarding how cells regulate their
metabolic fluxes (maximizing growth), it is able to pro-
vide reasonably good predictions regarding growth, sub-
strate preference, product formation, and respiration
rates in many heterogeneous experimental scenarios. In
our opinion, these results suggest that small FBA models
can be a valuable tool in scenarios of data scarcity —
where measurable fluxes are scarce, models are small
and general, and experimental data is not abundant—,
which are common circumstances in industrial environ-
ments and pilot laboratories.
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Additional files

Additional file 1: P. pastoris Metabolic Network, Excel file with the
list of reactions, metabolites and stoichiometric matrix.

Additional file 2: Experimental datasets. Excel file with all the 72
experimental datasets taken from the literature. This file includes
measurement of biomass, substrates uptakes (glycerol, glucose, and
methanol), Oxygen Uptake Rate (OUR), CO2 production (CPR), and
formation of byproducts (ethanol, citrate, and pyruvate) and Consistency
analysis results [45-52].
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Additional file 2: experimental datasets.  

 

µ QGlu QGlyc QMet QPyr QCit QEtOH OUR CPR Qp Source 

  Cmmol/g/h mmol/g/h mmol/g/h mmol/g/h mmol/g/h mmol/g/h mmol/g/h mmol/g/h mmol/g/h mg/g/h   

1 3.72 0.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.016 2.002 2.088 0.020 Dragosits 2008 

2 3.72 0.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.002 0.035 1.776 1.868 0.040 Dragosits 2008 

3 3.74 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.693 1.746 0.060 Dragosits 2008 

4 3.01 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 2.120 2.370 0.055 Dragosits 2008 

5 3.71 1.33 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.02 0.33 1.570 2.030 0.056 Dragosits 2008 

6 3.73 1.74 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.04 1.00 0.540 1.650 0.089 Dragosits 2008 

7 1.88 0.00 1.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.16 1.56 0.000 Sola 2007 

8 2.07 0.00 0.95 0.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.70 1.70 0.001 Sola 2007 

9 1.72 0.00 0.74 1.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.90 2.10 0.014 Sola 2007 

10 2.02 0.00 0.57 2.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.85 2.21 0.024 Sola 2007 

11 6.17 0.00 2.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.62 2.35 0.000 Sola 2007 

12 6.18 0.00 2.77 1.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.19 4.18 0.001 Sola 2007 

13 6.24 0.00 2.23 2.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.20 3.60 0.012 Sola 2007 

14 5.74 1.51 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.71 3.18 0.000 Sola 2004 

15 1.60 0.00 0.00 6.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.56 3.44 0.613 Sola 2004 

16 3.27 0.81 0.00 1.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.02 2.68 0.000 Sola 2004 

17 3.25 0.78 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.65 2.45   Sola 2004 

18 3.33 0.89 0.00 1.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.72 3.35   Sola 2004 

19 2.32 0.00 0.67 2.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.21 1.77 0.012 Jungo 2007 

20 2.32 0.00 0.51 2.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.46 1.89 0.020 Jungo 2007 

21 2.32 0.00 0.43 2.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.58 1.97 0.019 Jungo 2007 

22 2.32 0.00 0.31 3.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.76 2.09 0.021 Jungo 2007 

23 2.32 0.00 0.28 3.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.79 2.09 0.021 Jungo 2007 

24 2.32 0.00 0.18 3.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.96 2.17 0.021 Jungo 2007 

25 2.32 0.00 0.13 3.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.02 2.21 0.022 Jungo 2007 

26 2.32 0.00 0.11 3.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.06 2.25 0.020 Jungo 2007 

27 2.32 0.00 0.09 3.74 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.08 2.25 0.021 Jungo 2007 

28 2.32 0.00 0.00 4.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.22 2.33 0.022 Jungo 2007 

29 0.39 0.00 0.27 0.38 0.00 0.00       0.015 d'Anjou 2001 

30 0.77 0.00 0.54 0.50 0.00 0.00       0.020 d'Anjou 2001 

31 1.16 0.00 0.82 0.63 0.00 0.00       0.040 d'Anjou 2001 

32 1.93 0.00 1.09 0.66 0.00 0.00       0.025 d'Anjou 2001 

33 2.71 0.00 1.36 0.94 0.00 0.00       0.050 d'Anjou 2001 

34 3.09 0.00 1.90 0.55 0.00 0.00       0.060 d'Anjou 2001 

35 3.48 0.00 2.45 0.44 0.00 0.00       0.065 d'Anjou 2001 

36 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.001       0.006 Zhang,W2004 

37 1.39 0.00 0.00 4.66 0.00 0.003       0.037 Zhang,W2004 
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38 1.62 0.00 0.00 5.64 0.00 0.005       0.036 Zhang,W2004 

39 1.04 0.00 0.00 3.02 0.00 0.001       0.019 Zhang,W2004 

40 1.20 0.00 0.00 3.39 0.00 0.003       0.030 Zhang,W2004 

41 1.93 0.00 0.00 4.34 0.00 0.004       0.021 Zhang,W2004 

42 1.31 0.00 0.00 3.62 0.00 0.006       0.032 Zhang,W2004 

43 1.66 0.00 0.00 4.02 0.00 0.006       0.025 Zhang,W2004 

44 0.54 0.00 0.00 1.73 0.00 0.001       0.025 Zhang,W2004 

45 0.66 0.00 0.00 1.67 0.00 0.003       0.012 Zhang,W2004 

46 4.54 0.00 2.53 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.78 3.25 0.000 Jorda J 2013 

47 5.63 0.00 2.61 1.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.35 3.09 0.001 Jorda, J 2013 

48 5.44 0.00 2.22 2.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.73 3.33 0.012 Jorda, J 2013 

49 1.19 0.42 0.00 0.00       0.86 0.81   Chung 2010 

50 2.77 0.72 0.00 0.00       1.23 1.29   Chung 2010 

51 3.91 1 0.00 0.00       1.49 1.72   Chung 2010 

52 5.57 1.39 0.00 0.00       1.85 2.24   Chung 2010 

53 1.97 0.00 0.00 4.06             Caspeta 2012 

54 2.96 0.00 0.00 5.93             Caspeta 2012 

55 3.54 0.00 0.00 7.18             Caspeta 2012 

56 1.22 0.00 0.00 2.72       2.931 1.57 0.016 Jungo, C 2006 

57 2.12 0.00 0.00 4.44       4.697 2.48 0.020 Jungo, C 2006 

58 2.31 0.00 0.00 4.79       5.052 2.72 0.022 Jungo, C 2006 

59 2.34 0.00 0.00 4.85       5.083 2.68 0.020 Jungo, C 2006 

60 3.53 0.00 0.00 7.12       7.218 3.76 0.024 Jungo, C 2006 

61 4.47 0.00 0.00 8.90       8.670 4.46 0.028 Jungo, C 2006 

62 0.90 0.00 0.52 0.00       0.82 0.62 0.00 Jungo, C 2006 

63 1.11 0.00 0.62 0.00       0.87 0.65 0.00 Jungo, C 2006 

64 2.38 0.00 1.21 0.00       1.65 1.22 0.00 Jungo, C 2006 

65 4.89 0.00 2.40 0.00       3.12 2.29 0.00 Jungo, C 2006 

66 8.37 0.00 4.04 0.00       4.77 3.40 0.00 Jungo, C2006 

67 0.90 0.00 0.00 1.89       1.26 0.99 0.00 Tortajada 2012 

68 1.40 0.00 0.00 2.55       2.16 1.15 0.00 Tortajada 2012 

69 0.94 0.00 0.00 1.87       1.67 0.93 0.00 Tortajada 2012 

70 8.07 0.00 3.68 0.00       3.99 2.96 0.00 Tortajada 2012 

71 8.79 0.00 4.50 0.00       4.71 4.70 0.00 Tortajada 2012 

72 8.66 0.00 4.06 0.00       4.19 3.53 0.00 Tortajada 2012 
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Carbon balance and possibilistic evaluation results. 

Code substrate Error C- balance  Π
*
 E

**
 

1 Glu 1% 1.00 1% 

2 Glu 1% 1.00 2% 

3 Glu 1% 1.00 5% 

4 Glu 9% 0.75 6% 

5 Glu 19% 0.13 12% 

6 Glu 28% 0.00 38% 

7 Gly 5% 1.00 3% 

8 Gly-MeoH 8% 0.74 6% 

9 Gly-MeoH 4% 0.25 10% 

10 Gly-MeoH 5% 0.08 14% 

11
a
 Gly 3% 1.00 2% 

12 Gly-MeoH 2% 0.82 6% 

13 Gly-MeoH 5% 0.32 9% 

14 Glu 2% 0.65 7% 

15 MeoH 10% 0.05 12% 

16
a
 Glu-MeoH 0% 0.16 12% 

17 Glu-MeoH 0% 0.18 11% 

18 Glu-MeoH 0% 0.36 9% 

19 Gly-MeoH 2% 1.00 2% 

20 Gly-MeoH 5% 1.00 3% 

21 Gly-MeoH 7% 1.00 3% 

22 Gly-MeoH 10% 1.00 5% 

23 Gly-MeoH 10% 1.00 5% 

24 Gly-MeoH 12% 0.91 5% 

25 Gly-MeoH 14% 0.71 6% 

26 Gly-MeoH 14% 0.64 6% 

27 Gly-MeoH 14% 0.61 6% 

28 MeoH 16% 0.50 7% 

29
b
 Gly-MeoH n.a 1.00 1% 

30
b
 Gly-MeoH n.a 1.00 1% 

31
b
 Gly-MeoH n.a 1.00 1% 

32
b
 Gly-MeoH n.a 1.00 1% 

33
b
  Gly-MeoH n.a 1.00 1% 

34
b
 Gly-MeoH n.a 1.00 1% 

35
b
 Gly-MeoH n.a 1.00 1% 

36
b
 MeoH n.a 1.00 1% 

37
b
 MeoH n.a 1.00 1% 
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38
b
 MeoH n.a 1.00 1% 

39
b
 MeoH n.a 1.00 1% 

40
b
 MeoH n.a 1.00 1% 

41
b
 MeoH n.a 1.00 1% 

42
b
 MeoH n.a 1 1% 

43
b
 MeoH n.a 1 1% 

44
b
 MeoH n.a 1.00 1% 

45
b
 MeoH n.a 1.00 1% 

46
a
 Gly-MeoH 0% 1.00 3% 

47 Gly-MeoH 9% 1.00 5% 

48 Gly-MeoH 5% 1.00 3% 

49 Glu 31% 1.00 5% 

50 Glu 11% 0.07 15% 

51 Glu 11% 0.02 20% 

52 Glu 12% 0.02 21% 

53
b
 MeoH 51% 1.00 1% 

54
b
 MeoH 50% 1.00 1% 

55
b
 MeoH 51% 1.00 1% 

56 MeoH 3% 1.00 1% 

57 MeoH 4% 1.00 1% 

58 MeoH 5% 1.00 1% 

59 MeoH 4% 1.00 1% 

60 MeoH 3% 1.00 1% 

61 MeoH 1% 1.00 1% 

62
a
 Gly 2% 1.00 1% 

63
a
 Gly 5% 1.00 1% 

64
a
 Gly 1% 1.00 1% 

65
a
 Gly 0% 1.00 1% 

66
a
 Gly 3% 1.00 1% 

67
a
 MeoH 0% 1.00 2% 

68
a
 MeoH 0% 1.00 1% 

69
a
 MeoH 0% 1.00 1% 

70
a
 Gly 0% 1.00 1% 

71
a
 Gly 0% 1.00 1% 

72
a
 Gly 0% 1.00 2% 

*Possibility of the most possible flux distribution. 

** Degree of measurements uncertainty necessary to find a fully possible flux distribution (π=1).  

(a) Dataset that does not produce heterologous protein.  

(b) Dataset without CO2 and O2 measurements. 
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Abstract 

Maximizing recombinant protein production is a key feature of Pichia pastoris cultures. In this work, 
we present a Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) model with growth maximization assumption, able to 
predict recombinant protein production simultaneously with growth rate in chemostat cultures of 
genetically modified organisms (GMOs) of P. pastoris. The model has been developed for pure 
methanol and mixed feeds (methanol-glycerol) as substrates. In a previous work, we predicted the 
behavior of wild type P. pastoris strains with a small constraint-based metabolic model and FBA. 
Herein, we add a mass balance to this small model to represent ATP consumption, and a hypothesis 
about how modified cells distribute their ATP resources –which are used only for growth in wild type 
cells- for growth and recombinant protein synthesis. The predictions were validated with several 
experimental scenarios from literature. The results show the model is able to predict with 
reasonable accuracy protein production and growth rate. Some features of the model are the 
following: i) is remarkably accurate despite cells were expressing different heterologous proteins in a 
variety of operating conditions; ii) requires little information to perform its predictions – just the 
availability of substrates in the environment–, and iii) is a small and simple model with only a few 
parameters that have been tuned from experimental data. The approach followed in this work is of 
interest in industrial environments and pilot laboratories where experimental data are not 
abundant, as it provides valuable predictions using few data and a small and simple metabolic 
model. 

 

Keywords 

Constraint-based model, flux balance analysis, protein expression. 
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Highlights 

• We present an FBA model of Pichia pastoris able to predict recombinant protein 

production. 

• We validate the model with several experimental data sets. 

• We introduce a simple hypothesis to predict how protein production impacts growth 

of mutant strains. 

ABSTRACT 

Maximizing recombinant protein production is a key feature of Pichia pastoris cultures. 

In this work, we present a Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) model with growth maximization 

assumption, able to predict recombinant protein production simultaneously with growth 

rate in chemostat cultures of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) of P. pastoris. The 

model has been developed for pure methanol and mixed feeds (methanol-glycerol) as 
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PFA TOOLBOX: A MATLAB TOOL FOR METABOLIC FLUX 
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ABSTRACT  

Background 

Metabolic Flux Analysis (MFA) is a methodology that has been successfully applied to 

estimate metabolic fluxes in living cells. However, traditional frameworks based on this 

approach have some limitations, particularly when measurements are scarce and impre-

cise. This is very common in industrial environments. The PFA Toolbox can be used to 

face those scenarios. 

Results 

Here we present the PFA (Possibilistic Flux Analysis) Toolbox for MATLAB, which simpli-

fies the use of Interval and Possibilistic Metabolic Flux Analysis. The main features of the 

PFA Toolbox are the following: (a) It provides reliable MFA estimations in scenarios 

where only a few fluxes can be measured or those available are imprecise. (b) It provides 

tools to easily plot the results as interval estimates or flux distributions. (c) It is com-

posed of simple functions that MATLAB users can apply in flexible ways. (d) It includes a 

Graphical User Interface (GUI), which provides a visual representation of the measure-

ments and their uncertainty. (e) It can use stoichiometric models in COBRA format. In 

addition, the PFA Toolbox includes a User’s Guide with a thorough description of its 

functions and several examples.  

mailto:yeimy.morales@udg.edu
mailto:gabbosch@upv.es
mailto:josep.vehi@udg.edu
mailto:jpico@ai2.upv.es
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Conclusions 

The PFA Toolbox for MATLAB is a freely available Toolbox that is able to perform Interval 

and Possibilistic MFA estimations. 

Keywords: Metabolic Flux Analysis, Interval MFA, Possibilistic MFA, constraint-based 

modelling. 

 

BACKGROUND 

The problem of estimating unknown metabolic fluxes in living cells has been tackled us-

ing several methodologies. MFA is one of the most extensively and successfully applied 

approaches to estimating fluxes [1]. Usually MFA refers to 13C-MFA which uses stable 

isotopically labeled substrates (e.g., 13C-labeled glucose) combined with stoichiometric 

balancing to estimate the metabolic fluxes in steady state systems [2-3]. However, in this 

study we refer to non-13C-MFA methods. These methods mainly rely on measurements 

of external fluxes (uptake and production rates) to estimate the flux state of cells. Tradi-

tional MFA methods present some limitations when accounting for irreversible reactions 

[4], underdetermined problems [5], and lack of measurements [6]. To reduce these limi-

tations we have developed Interval [7] and Possibilistic [8] MFA methods, which are 

well-suited methodologies for scenarios with limited available data. Their main benefits 

are the following [6-10]: (a) They can consider the irreversibility of the reactions and 

other inequality constraints. (b) They are able to represent the measured fluxes as inter-

vals and even distributions to describe the uncertainty of the system. (c) They provide 

interval estimates, which are more reliable and more informative than pointwise solu-

tions, particularly when multiple flux values are possible. (d) They are able to perform 

estimations in scenarios of high uncertainty or lack of measurements, being those esti-

mates as reliable as possible. In addition, (e) Possibilistic MFA allows the detection and 

handling of inconsistencies between a model and a set of measurements. The PFA 

Toolbox provides all these features while preserving computational efficiency. 

In the last years, several published works have used these methodologies to perform 

interval estimations of metabolic fluxes [9, 11-18] and consistency analysis with Possibil-

istic MFA [9, 17-18]. Interval MFA was also implemented in FASIMU [16]. However, any 

intermediate user of MATLAB, Mathematica, R, etc. can easily implement Interval MFA. 

The easily implementation of Interval MFA has led to be used more often than Possibilis-

tic MFA, which requires more mathematical development and additional linear optimi-

zations. The PFA Toolbox presented here simplifies the use of both methods. 
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The PFA Toolbox provides a comprehensive set of MATLAB functions to easily and quick-

ly apply Interval and Possibilistic MFA. The PFA Toolbox is completely free and open 

source; users are welcome to modify and adapt the toolbox code to build their own par-

ticular functions to fulfill specific requirements under the mild conditions described in 

the accompanying license. In the following subsections, we briefly describe the methods 

implemented in the toolbox: Interval MFA and Possibilistic MFA. A detailed description 

of both methods can be found in [6]. 

Interval MFA 

Interval MFA is a simple yet powerful extension of traditional MFA methods. It starts 

with a stoichiometric model or providing model-based constraints, denoted in the se-

quel as MOC, defined by a stoichiometric matrix N and a set of irreversibility constraints. 

These together define a space of feasible steady-state flux distributions [19, 20] (matri-

ces and vector are denoted in bold): 

𝑀𝑂𝐶 = {
𝐍 ∙ 𝐯 = 0
 𝐃 ∙ 𝐯 ≥ 0 

 
(1) 

 

where, considering a system with n metabolites and r reactions, 𝐍 ∈ 𝐑{𝒏𝒙𝒓}  and 

𝐃 ∈ 𝐑{𝑟𝑥𝑟} is a diagonal matrix with Dii = 1 if the flux is reversible (0 otherwise), 

and 𝐯 ∈ 𝐑{𝑟} is the vector of metabolic fluxes. The values of v that are solution of (1) 

define a flux distribution. 

Consider now a subset 𝐯𝐦 ∈ 𝐑𝒎 of measured fluxes in v with m typically much smaller 

than r. Following the interval approach, we represent each measured flux as an interval 

with inequalities:  

𝐯𝒎
𝒎 ≤ 𝐯𝒎 ≤ 𝐯𝒎

𝑴 (2) 

where 𝐯𝒎
𝒎 and 𝐯𝒎

𝑴 are vectors with the minimum and maximum possible values that the 

measured fluxes 𝐯𝒎 can take due to measurement’s uncertainty.  

Equations (1-2) describe a constraint-based model (CB) that defines the space of feasible 

fluxes. From this CB, the interval of feasible (possible) values for any flux vi in the flux 

distribution v can be obtained solving two Linear Programming (LP) problems, as follows: 

vi
m = min vi   𝑠. 𝑡. 𝑣 ∈ {

MOC
𝐯𝒎

𝒎 ≤ 𝐯𝐦 ≤ 𝐯𝒎 
𝑴

vi
M = max vi   𝑠. 𝑡. 𝑣 ∈ {

MOC
𝐯𝒎

𝒎 ≤ 𝐯𝐦 ≤ 𝐯𝒎
𝑴

 (3) 
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This procedure provides an interval estimate for any flux of interest. These interval esti-

mates are particularly useful in the two situations of having imprecise measurements 

and/or when few measures are available. Extra details about Interval MFA can be found 

in [6,7,10]. 

Possibilistic MFA 

Possibilistic MFA may be seen as a more flexible and powerful extension of Interval MFA. 

The methodology is based on two ideas: (a) Representing knowledge with constraints 

satisfied to a certain degree, thus transforming the feasibility of a potential solution into 

a gradual notion of “possibility” that accounts for uncertainty, and (b) using computa-

tionally efficient optimization-based methods, such as Linear Programming, to query for 

the “most possible” solutions. This methodology is able to face two different problems: 

(a) To evaluate the consistency between a model and a set of measurements, and (b) to 

obtain rich estimates of metabolic fluxes. Instead of pointwise estimates, it computes 

interval estimations for a desired degree of possibility and for entire possibility distribu-

tions. 

Possibilistic MFA starts with a set of model-based constraints (MOC) defined in (1).  

In this case, however, instead of using the simple inequalities (2), the measurements are 

incorporated in possibilistic terms by means of a set of constraints and two non-negative 

slack variables that represent the measurement’s uncertainty. These constraints, which 

we call measurement constraints (MEC), can be expressed as: 

𝑀𝐸𝐶 =  {

𝒘𝒎 = 𝐯𝐦 + 𝜺𝟏 − 𝝁𝟏 + 𝜺𝟐 − 𝝁𝟐

𝜺𝟏, 𝝁𝟏 ≥ 0

0 ≤ 𝜺𝟐 ≤ 𝜺𝟐
𝒎𝒂𝒙

0 ≤ 𝝁𝟐 ≤ 𝝁𝟐
𝒎𝒂𝒙

 (4) 

where vm is the vector of the actual values of the measured fluxes, and wm is the vector 

of the measured values for them. Both differ due to errors and imprecisions. This uncer-

tainty is represented by the slack variables ε1, μ1, ε2 and μ2. The bounds ε2 and μ2 define 

a band of fully possible values for vm around the measured values wm. The components 

ε1 and μ1 are penalized in a cost index (5) to assign a decreasing possibility to larger er-

rors. Each candidate solution of (1) and (4) can be denoted as δ = {v, wm, ε1, μ1, ε2, μ2}.  

Now, we define a function, π (δ):∆→[0,1] that assigns possibility π in [0, 1] to each solu-

tion, ranging from impossible to fully possible. A simple way to build this function is us-

ing a linear cost index J to penalize large deviations between the actual values of the 

fluxes and their measured ones: 
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𝐽 = 𝜶 ∙ 𝜺1 + 𝜷 ∙ 𝝁1 (5) 

The possibility of each solution is defined as: 

𝜋(𝛿) = exp(−𝐽(𝛿))  𝛿 𝜖 𝑀𝐸𝐶 ∩ 𝑀𝑂𝐶 (6) 

Where α and β are row vectors of accuracy coefficients or weights that define each 

measurement’s a priori accuracy. These weights need to be defined by the user, e.g., if 

sensor error is «symmetric», α and β should be defined to be equal. 

From this point, Possibilistic MFA calculates different estimates by solving LP problems. 

You can compute the set of flux values with maximum possibility (a pointwise estima-

tion) or a more informative estimation with intervals or flux distributions. 

Pointwise estimations. The simplest outcome of a Possibilistic MFA problem is a 

pointwise estimate. It corresponds to the flux values with the maximum possibility (min-

imum cost), which are obtained by minimizing J and solving the LP problem:  

𝐽min = min
𝜺,𝝁,𝒗

𝐽 = 𝜶 ∙ 𝜺1 + 𝜷 ∙ 𝝁1 𝑠. 𝑡 {𝑀𝑂𝐶 ∩ 𝑀𝐸𝐶}         (7) 

The solution flux vector v, that we call vmp, contains the most possible values that are 

consistent with both the model and the measurements. 

This pointwise estimation may be unreliable when multiple solutions are reasonably 

possible. In these instances, distributions and interval estimates can be computed in-

stead. 

Interval estimates. The interval estimate [vγ
m, vγ

M ] for a flux v, with a conditional possibil-

ity higher than γ, can be computed solving two extra LP’s: 

𝐯𝛾
𝑚 = min

𝛆,𝛍,𝐯
v 𝑠. 𝑡 {

𝑀𝑂𝐶 ∩ 𝑀𝐸𝐶
𝐽 − 𝐽min < − ln 𝛾

 (8) 

The upper bound is defined by replacing minimum for maximum. 

Distributions as estimates. The complete possibility distribution of a flux can also be ob-

tained for marginal and conditional possibilities. Marginal possibilities provide the de-

gree of possibility of each value for a given flux. Conditional distributions are equivalent 

to normalizing the marginal possibility distribution to a maximum equal to one. 

Possibilistic MFA was casted as a linear optimization problem, for which widely known 

and efficient tools exist. This great computational performance makes the methodology 

suitable —in principle— for large-scale metabolic networks.  
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More information about the methods and a deeper discussion about the strengths and 

limitations of each approach can be found in our previous works [6-8, 10] and in the 

toolbox User’s Guide (http://kikollan.github.io/PFA-Toolbox/). 

Implementation 

The PFA Toolbox has been developed to run in MATLAB. Its core is a set of MATLAB 

functions that solve each step in a typical MFA problem. The code for all functions is 

provided with the toolbox. The PFA Toolbox also includes a Graphical User Interface 

(GUI) to represent the measurements in possibilistic terms. The GUI runs within 

MATLAB. 

The toolbox requires solving LP problems, and those are solved with a flexible and effi-

cient external optimizer, YALMIP [21]. We provide a copy of YALMIP within the PFA 

Toolbox, but further information about it can be found at the YALMIP website [22]. 

YALMIP can use different LP solvers, and so does the PFA Toolbox. Three LP solvers were 

tested: IBM ILOG CPLEX by IBM [23], GLPK [24], and Linprog, the LP solver included in 

MATLAB. However, we do not recommend the use of Linprog, which proved unreliable, 

especially for larger MFA problems. Instead, CPLEX or GLPK showed excellent perfor-

mance. CPLEX has a 90-day free evaluation version, and can be used free for research 

and academic purposes. GLPK is freely available.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, we show how to use the PFA Toolbox for MATLAB. A list of the functions 

provided by the toolbox is shown in Table 1. These functions simplify the process of (1) 

defining the MFA problem, (2) computing different types of estimates (pointwise, inter-

val or distributions) and (3) plotting the results. There is also a function to plot the 

measurements defined in possibilistic terms, and a GUI to define those measurements. 

Advanced users can modify and extend each function.  

A step-by-step protocol to apply Interval or Possibilistic MFA is presented in Figure 1. 
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Table 1. List of functions in the PFA Toolbox. 

Initialization  

initPFAtoolbox It starts the PFA Toolbox  

1: MFA problem formulation  

define_MOC  It defines the model-based constraints 

define_PossMeasurements It represents the measured fluxes 

define_MEC  It defines the measured-based constraints 

2: Computing estimations   

solve_maxPoss It calculates the most possible set of flux values 

solve_maxPossIntervals It calculates the interval of most possible flux val-

ues 

solve_PossInterval It calculates the interval of flux values with the 

desired possibility  

3: Plotting the estimations 
 

plot_PossMeasurements It plots measurements in possibilistic terms 

plot_distribution It plots the distribution of a given flux 

plot_intervals It plots interval estimates of a given flux 

4: Other  

Solve_possintervalYMP Advanced function; read its help. 

solve_Interval It solves an Interval MFA problem 

 

The main features of the PFA Toolbox are the following:  

» It gives reliable MFA estimations even in uncertain or underdetermined scenarios 

(those where only a few fluxes can be measured). 

» It provides MFA estimations accounting for measurement’s imprecision. 

» It provides functions to plot interval estimates and distributions. 

» It is composed of simple, free and open functions. 
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Here we present the PFA (Possibilistic Flux Analysis) Toolbox for MATLAB, which simpli-

fies the use of Interval and Possibilistic Metabolic Flux Analysis. The main features of the 

PFA Toolbox are the following: (a) It provides reliable MFA estimations in scenarios 

where only a few fluxes can be measured or those available are imprecise. (b) It provides 

tools to easily plot the results as interval estimates or flux distributions. (c) It is com-

posed of simple functions that MATLAB users can apply in flexible ways. (d) It includes a 

Graphical User Interface (GUI), which provides a visual representation of the measure-

ments and their uncertainty. (e) It can use stoichiometric models in COBRA format. In 

addition, the PFA Toolbox includes a User’s Guide with a thorough description of its 

functions and several examples.  

Figure 1. Protocol to use the PFA toolbox. A step by step to use the PFA toolbox. Protocol is the 

same to solve the MFA problems with Interval and possibilistic MFA. Possibilistic has two addi-

tional steps, which are optional, a User Guide Interface (GUI) to represent graphically the 

measures in possibilistic terms and a function to check if the measures and their uncertainties 

are well-defined.  
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Example of flux estimation under data scarcity 

We use a toy metabolic network to illustrate how to use the PFA Toolbox in scenarios of 

data scarcity. The first step is to formulate the problem. Consider the metabolic network 

shown in Figure 2A. The network has six fluxes and three balanced metabolites. One of 

the fluxes is reversible. Additionally, the fluxes v4 and v6 have been measured, with val-

ues w4 = 9.5 mmol/h, and w6 = 10.5 mmol/h.  

 

 

The MFA problem consists in the estimation of all six fluxes. Notice, however, that tradi-

tional MFA cannot be performed because the problem is undetermined: any pointwise 

Figure 2. PFA toolbox methodology to solve example of flux estimation under data scarcity. (A) Upper 

panel present a simple metabolic network. Metabolites are in capital letters, each Vj represent a flux 

and the double arrows indicate a reversible reaction. (B) The step-by-step procedure follows to solve 

the MFA problem where only two measures are known. (C) Right panel shows a piece of MATLAB code 

used to perform the computations. 
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estimate will be only a particular solution of a group of possible ones [5]. The methods in 

the PFA Toolbox tackle this situation and provide reliable and informative estimates. 

In this case, we choose to apply Possibilistic MFA to estimate the fluxes. The first step to 

solve the problem is to define the model-based constraints (MOC). Stoichiometric model 

can be directly defined in the code or be provided in COBRA format. 

The next step is the addition of measurements and their uncertainties (in this example, 

we assume that the measurement w4 is very accurate, but w6 is not. In agreement with 

the problem formulation, we assign values to the slack variables µ2 and ε2, and the 

weights α and β (details about this process can be found in the User’s Guide).  

Once the MOC and MEC constraints have been defined, the third step is to obtain the 

estimates. Possibilistic MFA methodology calculates three types of estimations. In this 

case, we compute three interval estimates for each flux, for conditional possibilities of 

0.5, 0.8 and 1. 

Finally, we plot the interval estimates using the function plot_intervals. The metabolic 

network and the main features of the algorithm to solve the problem with the PFA 

Toolbox are shown in Figure 2. Figure 3A shows the interval estimations for each da-

taset. Notice that even if only two measurements are available, the estimation is relia-

ble.  

This same procedure can be applied to obtain other types of estimates, such as the 

complete possibility distribution for a flux. Those computations can be performed using 

the function solve_PossInterval. The obtained distributions are for conditional possibili-

ties (see [8] for a detailed explanation of the notion of conditional possibility). These 

possibilistic distributions can be plotted with the fuction plot_distribution. As an exam-

ple, Figure 3B shows the distribution estimation for all the six fluxes. The results show, 

for instance, that the most possible value for v1 is 2.75 mmol/h (π = 1), that v1 being 

equal to 6.1 mmol/h is a less possible situation (π = 0.6), and that a v1 being larger than 

18 mmol/h is very unlikely (π < 0.1).  

The model and the code for all the computations are provided as supplementary mate-

rial (File 1a). 

Note: to apply Interval MFA a similar protocol can be followed. The main difference is 

that the measures will be represented as intervals instead of being represented in possi-

bilistic terms. 
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Example of flux estimation: biomass growth of Pichia pastoris 

In this example, we estimate the growth of several chemostat cultures of P. pastoris. For 

each chemostat only a few extracellular fluxes are measured (mainly substrates uptakes 

and secretion rates) and the aim is to estimate the cellular growth.  

The constraint-based model for P. pastoris used is presented in [18] (see File 2 in Sup-

plementary Material). It is a relatively small representation including only the main cata-

bolic pathways considering the uptake of the usual carbon sources: methanol, glucose 

and glycerol. The stoichiometric model contains 37 metabolites and 48 reactions, with 

reversibility accounted for. The stoichiometric matrix and all the measurements can be 

found in the Supplementary Material (File 3). 

We select to apply Possibilistic MFA to perform the estimation. As before, we start by 

defining the MOC and MEC constraints. In this example, we assign the same uncertainty 

to all the measurements: a deviation of 5% around the measured value is assumed to be 

fully possible, while a deviation larger than 20% is assumed to be an event of low possi-

bility (π = 0.1). The next step is to estimate the growth for each experiment. We com-

pute three interval estimates for conditional possibilities of 0.99, 0.5 and 0.1. Finally, we 

plot the interval estimates, results are shown in Figure 4A. 

Figure 3. Flux estimation. Estimations for every flux were obtained with the PFA Toolbox. (A) Three 
interval estimates are given, for maximum conditional possibility (box), possibility of 0.8 (black 
line), and 0.5 (gray line). (B) Possibility distributions are depicted with solid lines and dashed lines 
represent measured values. 
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The estimations show good agreement with the experimental growth rates (as ex-

pected, since this model and the data have been tested previously). Notice that the in-

terval estimates not only predict the growth rates but also provide an indication of the 

estimation reliability. The complete code for all computations can be found in the Sup-

plementary Material (File 1b).  

Example of flux estimation: biomass growth of Escherichia coli 

Here we use a well-known model of E. coli, taken from [25] and illustrated in the Sup-

plementary Material (File 4). It is a relatively compact model containing 72 metabolites 

and 95 reactions. We consider six chemostat experiments of E. coli growing in glucose 

[26]. The datasets contain information only for a handful of extracellular measurements 

(growth rate, substrate uptake, oxygen uptake, CO2 production and acetate and py-

ruvate secretion). The model and the measurements can be found in the Supplementary 

Material (File 5). 

Possibilistic MFA is applied again to estimate the growth rate for all six scenarios. The 

problem is similar to the previous one, and we assume the same uncertainty for each 

measurement. However, we now consider a larger model for a different and widely used 

organism. The computation procedure is analogous to the one previously described. The 

Figure 4. Growth estimations with possibilistic MFA for P. pastoris and E. coli. (A) Example with six P. 
pastoris experiments. (B) Example with E. coli experiments. In both cases, three interval estimates 
are represented, for conditional possibilities equal to 0.99 (box), 0.5 (bar) and 0.1 (line). The crosses 
represent the actual experimental values. 
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complete code for all computations can be found in the Supplementary Material (File 

1c). 

The flux estimates computed with the toolbox are compatible with the actual growth 

rate in all scenarios (Figure 4B). Notice, however, that the estimates are wider than in 

the first example (no-growth is possible in all of them, but the maximum possible growth 

is near the actual one). The model is larger and the available measurements are not 

enough to determine completely the flux state of cells. This illustrates one limitation of 

Interval and Possibilistic MFA: the estimates are only as precise as the uncertainty and 

the available measurements allow. 

Example of consistency analysis with P. pastoris 

The last example illustrates how the PFA Toolbox can be used for another purpose: to 

evaluate the degree of consistency between a given model and a set of experimental 

measurements. Consider the data of six chemostat experiments with P. pastoris taken 

from the literature (Table 2). We test how consistent the data for each experiment are 

against the model of P. pastoris described previously. We assume that the model is reli-

able and therefore it can be used to evaluate the validity of each dataset. Notice that 

this is a strong assumption, valid here for the purpose of this example. It is indeed possi-

ble to perform the exact opposite analysis: to obtain several experimental datasets and 

use them to assess the quality of a metabolic model. We use Possibilistic MFA to vali-

date the model of P. pastoris [9, 18]. The objective of the analysis performed here is to 

detect if there are (larger than expected) errors in the measurements. 

We start as in previous examples by defining MOC and MEC constraints. The next step is 

to compute the estimation. In this example, we compute the most possible solution for 

each experiment with the solve_maxPoss function. This provides the maximum possibil-

ity flux vector and the associated degree of possibility (πmp) between [0, 1] of the most 

possible solution. This value provides an indication of the agreement between the mod-

el-based constraints (MOC) and the measurements constraints (MEC).  

A possibility equal to one is interpreted as a complete consistency; a lower value implies 

that there are errors in one (or more) of the measurements or in the model. The com-

plete MATLAB code for this computation can be found in Supplementary Material (File 

1b). 

The results presented in Table 2 show that all datasets except one are highly consistent 

with the model. The dataset 1 has a low degree of possibility (lower 0.2). This suggests 
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that one or more of the measured fluxes in that experiment is unreliable and may con-

tain errors. 

Table 2. Experimental data for six chemostat experiments with Pichia pastoris and an 

analysis of its consistency against a model. 

Reference µ QGlu QGlyc QMet QPyr QCit QEtOH OUR CPR πmp** 

 Cmmol* 

/g/h 

mmol 

/g/h 

mmol 

/g/h 

mmol 

/g/h 

mmol 

/g/h 

mmol 

/g/h 

mmol 

/g/h 

mmol 

/g/h 

mmol 

/g/h 

[31] 6.17 0.00 2.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.62 2.35 0.16 

[32] 3.27 0.81 0.00 1.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.02 2.68 1.00 

[34] 2.38 0.00 1.21 0.00 N.A. N.A. N.A. 1.65 1.22 1.00 

[34] 4.89 0.00 2.40 0.00 N.A. N.A N.A. 3.12 2.29 1.00 

[35] 1.40 0.00 0.00 2.55 N.A. N.A. N.A. 2.16 1.15 1.00 

[35] 0.94 0.00 0.00 1.87 N.A. N.A. N.A. 1.67 0.93 1.00 

*Cmmol= Carbon mmol **Dimensionless value of the possibility of the most possible 

flux distribution. 

All the computations of these four examples were performed with the PFA Toolbox. The 

computations take approximately 13 seconds in a 64-bit Windows PC (Intel Core™ i5 2.5 

GHz processor), using MATLAB R2012a with IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer as the solver for 

Linear Programming problems. 

Notes on computational efficiency and large networks 

The methods used by the PFA Toolbox, Possibilistic MFA and interval MFA, have been 

cast as linear optimization problems, and thus they can be solved with computational 

efficiency. This makes these methodologies suitable for large-scale metabolic networks. 

For instance, when tested on a genome-scale E. coli model (iJO1366) that contains 2583 

reactions [27], the PFA Toolbox is able to get estimates for all 2507 fluxes with three 

degrees of possibility (i.e., solving 3x2507 LP problems). Computing those estimates re-

quired 120 minutes in an AMD A10-5800K with Radeon HD graphic (3.80 GHz) PC and 8 

GB of RAM with GLPK optimizer. This suggests that the PFA Toolbox may be able to solve 

MFA flux estimations of large models with good results and reasonable computational 

cost.  

There is, however, a limitation regarding MFA-wise methods when estimating fluxes in 

large networks: there may be too many flux vectors compatible with the (few) available 
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measurements [28]. Unlike traditional methods, those proposed here may still be of use 

in this situation. Possibilistic MFA and Interval MFA capture all the equally possible flux 

states (or “similarly” possible) by means of possibilistic distributions or intervals. If there 

is a wide range of candidates, however, the estimation may be only slightly informative. 

If this is the case, one could decide to incorporate a rational assumption, as done in FBA 

methods [29, 30]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented the PFA Toolbox for MATLAB. This toolbox provides a set of MATLAB 

functions to apply Interval MFA and Possibilistic MFA in a simple and flexible way. The 

PFA Toolbox is completely free and open source, and can be modified by its users. The 

toolbox implements MFA-wise methods to perform metabolic flux estimations that are 

particularly well suited to deal with scenarios of high uncertainty and scarce measure-

ments, which are common in industry. 

AVAILABILITY AND REQUIREMENTS  
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL  

Supplementary Material File 1 – Code for the examples  

A .rar file with the MATLAB files code to perform the examples described below with 

Example of flux estimation under data scarcity (File 1a), P. pastoris (File 1b) and E. coli 

(File 1c). Code files are presented in additional  

Supplementary Material File 2 – Metabolic network of P. pastoris. 

Metabolic network for the Pichia pastoris model. For the sake of clarity, the reactions 

representing biomass growth and ATP balance have not been included in the scheme. 

Supplementary Material File 3 – Stoichiometric matrix and experimental data for Pichia 

pastoris.  

An excel file with i) the list of reactions and metabolites, ii) the stoichiometric matrix of 

P. pastoris and iii) the experimental datasets taken from the literature. This includes 

measurements of biomass, substrates uptakes (glycerol, glucose, and methanol), Oxygen 

Uptake Rate (OUR), CO2 production (CPR), and formation of byproducts (ethanol, cit-

rate, and pyruvate). 

Supplementary Material File 4 – Metabolic network of Escherichia Coli. Metabolic net-

work for the Escherichia coli model. 

Supplementary Material File 5 – Stoichiometric matrix and experimental data for Esche-

richia coli. 

An excel file with i) the stoichiometric matrix of E. coli and ii) the experimental datasets 

taken from the literature. This includes measurements of biomass, glycerol, OUR, CPR 

and pyruvate. 

Considering the environment, only the experimental data sets from Supplementary ma-

terial File 3, and File 4 are presented. The complete files of supplementary material are 

included in an additional folder.  
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P. pastoris experimental datasets taken from the literature.  

µ QGlu QGlyc QMet QPyr QCit QEtOH OUR CPR Reference 

Cmmol/ 
g/h 

mmol/ 
g/h 

mmol/ 
g/h 

mmol/ 
g/h 

mmol/ 
g/h 

mmol/ 
g/h 

mmol/ 
g/h 

mmol/ 
g/h 

mmol/ 
g/h  

1.88 0.00 1.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.16 1.56 
Solà et 

al., 2007 

5.74 1.51 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.71 3.18 
Solá, 
2004 

4.54 0.00 2.53 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.78 3.25 
Jordà, et 
al., 2014 

1.11 0.00 0.62 0.00 N.A N.A N.A 0.87 0.65 
Jungo et 
al., 2006 

0.90 0.00 0.00 1.89 N.A N.A N.A 1.26 0.99 
Tortajada, 

2012 

Results evaluation degree of consistency 

µ QGlu QGlyc QMet QPyr QCit QEtOH OUR CPR poss* Reference 

Cmmol/ 
g/h 

mmol/ 
g/h 

mmol/ 
g/h 

mmol/ 
g/h 

mmol/ 
g/h 

mmol/ 
g/h 

mmol/ 
g/h 

mmol/ 
g/h 

mmol/ 
g/h 

    

6.17 0.00 2.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.62 2.35 0.16 
Solà et 

al., 2007 

3.27 0.81 0.00 1.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.02 2.68 1.00 
Solá, 
2004 

2.38 0.00 1.21 0.00 N.A N.A N.A 1.65 1.22 1.00 
Jungo et 
al., 2006 

4.89 0.00 2.40 0.00 N.A N.A N.A 3.12 2.29 1.00 
Jungo et 
al., 2006 

1.40 0.00 0.00 2.55 N.A N.A N.A 2.16 1.15 1.00 
Tortajada, 

2012 

0.94 0.00 0.00 1.87 N.A N.A N.A 1.67 0.93 1.00 
Tortajada, 

2012 

 * Possibility of the most possible flux distribution. 
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E. coli experimental datasets taken from the literature. This includes measurements of 

biomass, glycerol, OUR, CPR and pyruvate, and results evaluation degree of consistency 

µ QGlu QAce QPyr OUR CPR 

Poss* 
Reference 

h
-1

 
Mmol Mmol Mmol Mmol Mmol 

  
/g/h /g/h /g/h /g/h /g/h 

0.09 1.4 0 0 4.6 4.9 1.00 Emmerling et al., 2002 

0.4 4.8 0 0 11.8 12.4 1.00 Emmerling et al., 2002 

0.09 2.2 1.3 0.1 5.1 5.2 1.00 Emmerling et al., 2002 

0.08 1.4 0 0 5.5 5.6 1.00 Emmerling et al., 2002 

0.4 5 0 0 12.8 13.7 1.00 Emmerling et al., 2002 

0.08 2.7 1.2 0 7 6.3 1.00 Emmerling et al., 2002 

* Possibility of the most possible flux distribution. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Metabolic flux analysis (MFA) is a widely used procedure to estimate the metabolic flux-

es within living cells. All MFA-wise methods combine a model with a set of measured 

fluxes to estimate those that are unknown. 

However, traditional MFA methods have limitations. Particularly in scenarios of uncer-

tainty – which are indeed common–, where measurements are scarce and imprecise. 

The methods implemented in this toolbox, Interval MFA and Possibilistic MFA, have 

been developed to face those scenarios.  

Interval MFA represents the measurements as intervals and provides interval estimates. 

This way we can deal with imprecise measurements and provide reliable estimates even 

if our knowledge is incomplete (Llaneras & Picó, 2007; 2008). The method is simple and 

reliable. Interval MFA has been used by several groups in the last years (D'Huys, 2010; 

Iyer, 2010; Tortajada, 2010; Zamorano, 2010; Hope, 2011; Lorh, 2014). 

Possibilistic MFA is an extension of Interval MFA. Instead of using intervals, the known 

fluxes can be represented with a possibilistic distribution. And it provides interval and 

distributions as estimates. These possibilistic estimates are also reliable in uncertain 

scenarios, as interval ones, but richer and more informative (Llaneras & Pico, 2009; 

Tortajada, 2012, Morales, 2014). 

Herein, we present the PFA Toolbox for MATLAB, which provide a set of functions to eas-

ily apply Interval MFA and Possibilistic MFA. The main features of PFA Toolbox are the 

following: 

» Provides reliable MFA estimations in uncertain (or underdetermined) scenarios,

where only a few fluxes can be measured.

» Provides MFA estimations accounting for measurements imprecision.

» Makes easy to plot the results as interval estimates or flux distributions.

» Is composed of simple functions that MATLAB users can use in flexible ways and mod-

ify if needed.

» Includes a user graphic interface that helps the user to represent its measurements

and their uncertainty.
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The toolbox is compatible with COBRA, a well-known Toolbox to work with constraint-

based metabolic models (Schellenberger, 2011; Agren, 2013). Any COBRA-compatible 

model can be used in PFA. 

LIST OF FUNCTIONS 

The PFA Toolbox for MATLAB provides a set of functions to easily apply Interval MFA and 

Possibilistic MFA. Here we list the functions and their purpose. Each function will be ex-

plained below. 

Initialization 

initPFAtoolbox Start the PFA Toolbox 

1. MFA problem formulation

define_MOC Define the constraint-based model and PFA problem. 

define_PossMeasurements Define a set of measurements in possibilistic terms. 

define_MEC Add the measurements as constraints.  

2. Computing estimations

solve_maxPoss One most possible set of flux values. 

solve_maxPossIntervals The interval of most possible flux values. 

solve_PossInterval The interval of flux values with the desired poss. 

3. Plot

plot_PossMeasurements Plot measurements in possibilistic terms. 

plot_distribution Plot the distribution of a given flux. 

plot_intervals Plot interval estimates of a given flux. 

Other 

Solve_possintervalYMP (advanced function) 

solve_Interval To solve an Interval MFA problem. 
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SETTING UP THE PFA TOOLBOX 

The core methods implemented in PFA toolbox require solving linear programming 

problems (LP). To solve these problems, we use a flexible and efficient external optimiz-

er: YALMIP (Löfberg, 2004). With the toolbox we provide a copy of YALMIP, but further 

information about this excellent piece of code can be found in 

http://users.isy.liu.se/johanl/yalmip/. 

YALMIP, and therefore the PFA Toolbox, is able to use different LP solvers. Here is a list 
of those that we have tested: 

- IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer. An efficient and reliable solver from IBM. A 90-day evalu-

ation version can be downloading for free.

- GLPK solver. An efficient, reliable and widely used LP solver. Free.

- Linprog. The standard LP solver in MATLAB is not particularly efficient nor reliable,

but it can works fine with small MFA problems.

If you want to use a different solver, check the YALMIP documentation. 

Setting up the toolbox 

These are the steps to install the PFA Toolbox: (1) copy the PFA Toolbox folder where 

you want it to be installed, (2) start MATLAB, (3) navigate to the PFA toolbox path, and 

(4) run the following script:

>> initPFAtoolbox

This action will add the PFA Toolbox directories to your MATLAB path and run the initial-

ization script of YALMIP. 

To check which LP solver will be used, run yalmiptest: 

>> yalmiptest

The LP solver can be changed. Please read YALMIP help for further details. 

http://users.isy.liu.se/johanl/yalmip/
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Tested systems 

The PFA Toolbox has been tested both on Mac OS (v. 10.01, Yosemite) and Windows 7 

(64bit). The MATLAB version that have been tested are: R2012a (Windows), R2013b 

(Mac OS), and R2014a (Windows). 

BACKGROUNDS ON MFA 

Constraint-based model is an extensively used approach in metabolic modeling of living 

cells (Palsson, 2006; Stephanoupulos, 1998; Llaneras & Picó, 2008). In this context, MFA 

is a popular approach to, exploiting these models and some available measurements, 

estimate all the metabolic fluxes within cells. 

Traditional MFA typically combines a linear stoichiometric model with a set of meas-

urements of uptake and production rates or fluxes (which are those easy to obtain). See 

(Stephanopoulos, 1998) or (Heijden, 1994) for details. However, traditional MFA has 

some limitations that can be tackled with simple extensions, such as Interval MFA or 

Possibilistic MFA (Llaneras, 2011). These the two methodologies implemented in PFA 

Toolbox. 

Firstly, let as summarize how traditional MFA is performed. 

Consider a metabolic network represented by a stoichiometric matrix N. If we add a set 

of irreversibility constraints, we define a space of feasible steady-state flux distribution. 

These Model-based Constraints are denoted as MOC: 

𝑀𝑂𝐶 = {
𝐍 ∙ 𝐯 = 0
𝐃 ∙ 𝐯 ≥ 0 

(1) 

Where D is a diagonal matrix with 𝑫𝑖𝑖 = 1 if the flux is reversible (0 otherwise). 

The second step of traditional MFA is to introduce a set of measurements fluxes in 𝐯 as 

constraints. If we acknowledge that measurements are imprecise, these measurements 

could be represented as follows: 

 𝐰𝐦 = 𝐯𝐦 + 𝐞𝐦 (2)
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Where em is a vector that represent the intrinsic uncertainty of each of the experimental 

measured fluxes in the vector wm. 

Thus, Traditional MFA can be defined as the exercise of determining the complete flux 

vector 𝐯 that satisfies (1-2), for a ‘’reasonably small’’ imprecision of the measurements 

in wm. Traditional MFA is often formulated as two steps procedure: 1) analyze the con-

sistency of the measurements to detect gross errors – something which is only possible 

in overdetermined problems– , and 2) solve a Least Squares Problem to estimate 𝐯. A 

nice explanation of this approach can be found in (Klamt, 2002).  

These traditional formulations have several problems, particularly in scenarios where 

data is scarce. 1) They do not account for inequality constraints, which are a useful way 

of improve the estimation with an information that is often available – reactions irre-

versibilities– . 2) They only provide point wise estimates, which are uninformative and 

unreliable when uncertainty is significant. 3) For the previous reason, Traditional MFA 

cannot be used in scenarios of uncertainty, for example, where only a few measure-

ments are available or those we have are imprecise. Interval MFA and Possibilistic MFA, 

the methods implemented here, tackle those limitations.  

Interval MFA 

The interval MFA is a simple yet powerful extension of Traditional MFA. Basically, it is 

based on representing each measured flux as an interval, [𝑣𝑚,𝑖
𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑣𝑚,𝑖

𝑀𝑎𝑥], which can be

described as a set of inequality constraints.  

𝐯𝒎
𝒎 ≤ 𝐯𝒎 ≤ 𝐯𝒎

𝑴 (3) 

This way, the equations (1-3) define a constraint base, CB. These set of constraints de-

fine the space of feasible fluxes, according to our model and the constraints imposed by 

the measurements. 

From this CB, interval estimates can be achieved for each measured and non-measured 

flux. The interval of feasible (possible) values for a flux v can be obtained solving two LP 

problems, as follows: 

∀ 𝒗, {
𝒗𝒊

𝒎 = min 𝒗   𝑠. 𝑡. 𝒗 ∈ 𝐂𝐁

𝒗𝑖
𝑀 = max𝒗   𝑠. 𝑡. 𝒗 ∈ 𝐂𝐁

(4)
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This provides an interval estimate for each flux of interest. 

These estimates are particularly useful in two common situations: when measurements 

are highly imprecise, and when only a few fluxes are measured. The main benefit of in-

terval estimates is that we can perform MFA even if data is scarce, because the esti-

mates will be only as precise as allowed by the actual uncertainty. Details about Interval 

MFA can be found in (Llaneras, 2007a; 2007b; 2011). 

Example 1: Interval MFA 

Now we will illustrate the use of PFA Toolbox with a simple example of Interval MFA. 

Consider the toy metabolic model shown in figure 1. The network has six fluxes and 

three metabolites, which impose three independent stoichiometric relationships. Con-

sider also that two fluxes, v4 and v6, have been measured. The MFA problem will consist 

on estimating all other fluxes, and improve our estimates of v4 and v6, if possible. 

Now we will use the PFA Toolbox to estimate all fluxes in the network, based on the 

model and the measurements. 

Figure 1. A toy metabolic model. 

First, to define the constraint-based model we create the structure model. This structure 

contains the stoichiometric matrix and the information regarding reactions reversibility, 

as follows: 

model.S= [-1 1 0 -1 0 0; 

 1 0 1 0 -1 0; 

      0 -1 -1 0 0 1]; 

model.rev= [0 0 0 1 0 0]; 

Then, we define flux variables using YALMIP syntax. 
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v = sdpvar(6,1); 

Now we can generate the constraint base, CB, with all constraints defining the MFA 

problem so far. 

CB = [model.S*v==0]; 

CB = [CB, diag(not(model.rev))*v>=0]; 

We can also bound any flux (if desired), as follows:  

CB = [CB, v<=1000]; 

CB = [CB, v>=0]; 

The model has been defined. 

Now we add the measurements, represented as intervals to capture their uncertainty. 

Let us assume, for example, that this uncertainty is ± 3 (flux units) for v6 and ±0.5 for v4. 

In this case, the measured fluxes can be established as follows:  

CB = [CB, 9 <= v(6) <= 12]; 

CB = [CB, 9.25 <= v(4) <= 9.75]; 

This is all. The Interval MFA problem has been formulated.  

Now, to compute interval estimates we use solve_Interval. For example, we can get in-

terval estimate for flux v, as follows: 

[vmin, vmax] = solve_Interval (CB, v(3));  

In addition, we can get interval estimates for all six fluxes, as follows: 

for i=1:6 

 [vmin(i,:),vmax(i,:)]=solve_Interval(CB,v(i)); 

end 

Finally, The PFA Toolbox also provides functions to plot the estimates. For example, we 

can use plot_intervals to depict interval estimates. 
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plot_intervals([1 2 3 4 5 6],vmin,vmax) 

axis square    

xlabel('flux'),ylabel('Values') 

Figure 2. Fluxes estimation with our toolbox using Interval MFA approach. 

Possibilistic MFA 

In this section we describe Possibilistic MFA. This method can be seen as an extension of 

Interval MFA, more flexible and able to provide richer estimates. Possibilistic MFA can 

represent the measured fluxes in a more flexible way – as distributions– and provides 

interval flux estimates of any desired degree of possibility and also possibility distribu-

tions. And in addition to perform flux estimations, Possibilistic MFA can also be used 

evaluate the consistency between a model and a set of measurements. 

The possibilistic framework exploits the notion of “possibilistic constraint satisfaction 

problems”, which was introduced in (Dubois, 1996). Similar optimization approaches to 

logic reasoning were previously explored in (Sala, 2001; Sala, 2008). The framework is 

based on two ideas: (1) represent knowledge with constraints satisfied to a certain de-

gree, thus transforming the feasibility of a potential solution into a gradual notion of 

“possibility” that accounts for uncertainty, and (2) use computationally efficient optimi-

zation-based methods to query for the “most possible” solutions. This framework pro-

vides a simple and powerful way to deal with uncertainty both in the measurements and 
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the model (e.g., imprecision and lack of knowledge), which is a typical difficulty in flux 

estimation problems.  

Herein we summarize the formulation of Possibilistic MFA, but further details can be 

found in (Llaneras, 2009; Llaneras, 2011). First, let as summarize how Possibilistic MFA is 

performed. 

Constraints: model and measurements. Let us start considering the constraints forming 

the model (MOC) that were given in equation (1). Then, we incorporate measurements 

of (some) extracellular fluxes as additional linear constraints, the measurement-based 

constraints (MEC). 

Consider a constraint-based model, defined as MOC, as in (1). Now we will add the 

measurements, in a similar as in (2), but we will represent them in possibilistic terms by 

means of linear constraints and two non-negative slack variables that will represent 

measurements errors or uncertainty. These constraints are called measurement con-

straints, or MEC, as follows: 

𝑀𝐸𝐶 =  {

𝒘𝒎 = 𝐯𝐦 + 𝜺𝟏 − 𝝁1 + 𝜺2 − 𝝁2

𝜺1, 𝝁1 ≥ 0

0 ≤ 𝜺2 ≤ 𝜺2
𝑚𝑎𝑥

0 ≤ 𝝁𝟐 ≤ 𝝁2
𝑚𝑎𝑥

 (5) 

Where vm is the vector of actual fluxes for each measured flux, and w is the vector of 

measured values. Both differ due to errors and imprecision. This uncertainty will be rep-

resented by the slack variables ε, μ, ε2 and μ2. The slack variables ε and ε2 represent er-

rors in the measurement wm in one direction (measure smaller than actual value), 

whereas μ and μ2 represent errors in the opposite direction. As explained below, error 

components ε1 and μ1 will be penalized in a cost index (6) to assign a decreasing possibil-

ity to increasing errors, while ε2 and μ2 will be remain non-penalized, thus defining a 

band of fully possible vm values around the measured wm, in particular [w + ε2
M, w – 

μ2
M]. Once vm surpass these bounds, ε1 and μ1 must be nonzero to fulfill (5) and the as-

sociated "cost" (6) will indicate some disagreement with the model (i.e., lower possibil-

ity, as later defined). 

Each candidate solution of (1) and (5) can be denoted as δ={v, ε1, μ1, ε2, μ2}. Now, we 

define a function, π(δ):∆→[0,1], that assigns possibility in [0, 1] to each solution, ranging 

between impossible and fully possible. A simple yet sensible way to build this function is 
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using a linear cost index J to penalize large deviations between actual fluxes and their 

measured values: 

𝐽 = 𝜶 ∙ 𝜺𝟏 + 𝜷 ∙ 𝝁𝟏 (6) 

And the possibility of each solution is defined as follows: 

𝜋(𝛿) = exp(−𝐽(𝛿))  𝛿 𝜖 𝑀𝐸𝐶 ∩ 𝑀𝑂𝐶 (7) 

Where α and β are row vectors of sensor accuracy coefficients. 

This way equations (5-7) can be interpreted as representing the statement: «given a 

measured value wm, the assertion vm=wm is fully possible, and the more vm and wm differ, 

the less possible such situation is».  

The actual possibility for each value of vm depends on how the user defines the “sensor” 

accuracy coefficients in (5) and (6): the maximum bounds for ε2
M and μ2

M define an in-

terval of fully possible values (π=1), and the possibility of vm being out of this interval 

depends on the user-selected weights α and β in (5). Notice that measurements uncer-

tainty can be non-symmetric, and that very complex descriptions can be achieved by 

adding slack variables. 

Poss-MFA: estimating fluxes 

The simplest flux estimate vmp in δmp={vmp, ε1,mp, μ1,mp, ε2,mp, μ2,mp} is given by the maxi-

mum possibility (minimum-cost) solution of the constraint satisfaction problem (1)-(5), 

which can be obtained solving a linear programming problem (LP): 

𝐽𝑚𝑖𝑛 = min
𝜺,𝝁,𝒗

𝐽 𝑠. 𝑡 {𝑀𝑂𝐶 ∩ 𝑀𝐸𝐶 (8) 

Notice that point-wise estimates would be unreliable if multiple solutions were reasona-

bly possible, so it is advisable to get interval estimates and distributions. Interval esti-

mates for desired marginal (π) and conditional or a posteriori (γ) possibilities can be 

found, again, solving efficient LP optimizations (Llaneras, 2011). 
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Figure 3. Possibilistic flux estimations. (Left) the figure shows the possibilistic distribution representing the origi-

nal measurement, the marginal distribution and the maximum possibility flux estimation. (Right) The figure shows 

the marginal and conditional (a posteriori) possibility of π=0.8, 0.5 and 0.1, and the maximum possibility estima-

tion, are depicted in a box-plot chart. 

Interval estimates. The interval of values with conditional possibility higher than γ for a 

given flux [𝑣𝑖,𝛾
𝑚 , 𝑣𝑖,𝛾

𝑀  ] can be computed solving two extra LPs: 

𝒗𝑖,𝛾
𝑚 = min

𝜺,𝝁,𝒗
𝑽𝑖 𝑠. 𝑡 {

𝑀𝑂𝐶 ∩ 𝑀휀𝐶
𝐽 − 𝐽𝑚𝑖𝑛 < − log 𝛾

 (9) 

The upper bound is conformed replacing minimum by maximum.  

These possibilistic intervals have a similar interpretation to confidence intervals (credible 

intervals) in Bayesian statistics. In practice, getting estimates with conditional possibili-

ties γ is equivalent to normalize the marginal possibility distributions to a maximum 

equal to one. We typically compute the interval of most possible values (γ=1) and other 

less possible intervals (γ=0.8, 0.5 and 0.1) to capture uncertainty. 

Marginal and conditional possibility distribution. Additionally to interval estimates, PFA 

toolbox allow estimate conditional possibility distributions. Each interval is estimate as 

was previously explained for different possibilities to build a distribution. Figure 3 shown 

a conditional possibility distribution, and marginal distribution is also presented 

The marginal distribution can be interpreted as the ‘’distribution of the possible values 

for each flux in the network given the measurements’’ and the conditional possibility is a 

normalization of marginal possibility, where we assume that the model and measure-

ments are correct (Llaneras, 2009). 
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Poss-MFA: evaluating data consistency 

Poss-MFA can also be applied to evaluate the degree of consistency between given 

model (1) and a set of experimental measurements (5). Notice that the most possible 

solution of the constraint satisfaction problem (1) and (2) computed with (6) has an as-

sociated degree of possibility that grades consistency: 

𝜋𝑚𝑝 = exp (−𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛) (10) 

This value,  𝜋𝑚𝑝 in [0, 1], grades the consistency between model and measurements. 

Possibility equal to one must be interpreted as complete agreement between the model 

and the measurements, whereas lower values imply that there is certain degree of error 

in the measurements, the model or both. The evaluation of consistency can be used to 

(a) conciliate a set of experimental measurements, (b) serve as basis for process moni-

toring and fault detection systems, or (c) validate a constraint-based model (Llaneras,

2009; 2011; Tortajada, 2010).

Example 2: introduction to Possibilistic MFA 

We will consider the same network of example 1, showed in figure 4. The network has 

six fluxes and three metabolites, which impose three independent stoichiometric rela-

tionships. Consider also that two fluxes v4 and v6, have been measured. The MFA prob-

lem will consist on estimating all other fluxes, and improve our estimates of v4 and v6, if 

possible. 

Figure 4. A toy metabolic model. 

Again, we start by defining the constraint-based model. The structure model contains 

the stoichiometric matrix and the information regarding reactions reversibility, as fol-

lows: 
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model.S= [-1 1 0 -1 0 0; 

   1 0 1 0 -1 0; 

   0 -1 -1 0 0 1]; 

model.rev= [0 0 0 1 0 0];  

The model defines the model constraints (MOC), that we use to create the Constraint 

Base for our Possibilistic MFA problem: 

[PossProblem] = define_MOC(model); 

Now we add the measurements. Let us assume, for example, that we have measure-

ments for fluxes 4 and 6, with 𝑤4 = 9.5 and 𝑤6 = 10.5, and that the first measurement 

is very accurate and last one is unreliable. We can choose  𝜺2
𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝝁2

𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝜶 and 𝜷, accord-

ingly. (In subsequent examples, we will give more details about how to choose these 

variables.)  

PossMeasurements.wm  = [9.5 10.5]'; 

PossMeasurements.e2max = [0.25 1.5]'; 

PossMeasurements.m2max = [0.25 1.5]'; 

PossMeasurements.alpha  = [2  0.15]'; 

PossMeasurements.beta  = [2  0.15]'; 

At this point, we can check how our measurements look.  

% To plot one single measured flux, for flux 4. 

plot_PossMeasurements(possmeas,1); 

  

% To plot all measured flux 

index = [4 6]; % Indexes in model of the measured fluxes 

for f=[1:6] 

 subplot(2,3,f), xlim([0 50]), hold on 

 m=find(index==f); 

 if(not(isempty(m))) 

  [x,y] = plot_PossMeasurements(PossMeasurements, m); 

   plot(x,y,'b--') 

 end 

end 
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Figure 5. Measured fluxes and their uncertainty, represented as a possibilistic distribution. 

Once the measurements have been defined, we can add the as measurement con-

straints (MEC) to our Possibilistic MFA problem: 

index = [4 6]; % Indexes in model of the measured fluxes 

[PossProblem] = define_MEC(PossProblem, PossMeasurements, index); 

At this point, once we have added the model and the measurements, the Possibilistic 

MFA problem is completely defined. Now we can get the flux estimations. Let us present 

the three different options. 

You can perform a point-wise estimation: 

 [v,poss]=solve_maxPoss(PossProblem); 

It returns two outputs, v, the estimate for each flux in the network, and poss, the possi-

bility of this most possible solution. 

However, you can also get a more reliable estimate, the interval of values with maximum 

possibility:  

 [vmin,vmax]=solve_maxPossIntervals(PossProblem); 

The outputs vmin and vmax are two vectors that contain the minimum and maximum 

values for each flux with maximum possibility. This way, if there are multiple flux values 

with maximum possibility, you will get al.,l of them. 
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Similarly, you can also calculate any interval estimation with specific possibility. For ex-

ample, you can get the interval of values for 𝑣6 with a conditional possibility of 0.8 (i.e., 

that are “quite” possible).  

 [min6, max6]=solve_PossInterval(PossProblem,0.8,6); 

Alternatively, you can get three intervals estimates for every flux, with a loop: 

fluxes = [1 2 3 4 5 6]; 

for f=fluxes 

 [mn2(f), mx2(f)]=solve_PossInterval(PossProblem,[1],f); 

 [mn3(f), mx3(f)]=solve_PossInterval(PossProblem,[0.8],f); 

 [mn4(f), mx4(f)]=solve_PossInterval(PossProblem,[0.5],f); 

end 

We provide a function to plot these rich and compact estimates: 

plot_intervals(fluxes,min2,max2,min3,max3,min4,max4); 

 

Figure 6. Estimates for every flux. Three interval estimates are given, for maximum conditional possibility (box), 

possibility of 0.8 (black line), and 0.5 (gray line). 

Finally, you can compute a complete possibility distribution for any flux. To plot the re-

sults, a plot functions is provided. The following example computes and plots the possi-

bility distribution for every flux in our example. 
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possibilities = [0.05:0.05:1];  % granularity 

fluxes = [1 2 3 4 5 6];   % fluxes to plot 

for f=fluxes 

 [min_p(:,f), max_p(:,f)]= solve_PossInterval(PossProblem,possibilities,f); 

end 

 

  

figure 

for f=fluxes 

 subplot(2,3,f), hold on 

 [x,y]= plot_distribution(min_p(:,f),max_p(:,f),possibilities); 

 plot(x,y,'k','lineWidth',2) 

  xlim([0 50]) 

 if(find(index==f)) 

    [x,y]=plot_PossMeasurements(meas,find(f==index)); 

    plot(x,y,'b--') 

  end 

end 

 

 

Figure 7. Distribution of possible values for every flux in the network. The original measured values are depicted in 

dashes lines. Solid lines represent the estimates provided by Possibilistic MFA. Notice that measured fluxes can also 

be estimated. 

Note: all the computations for specific degrees of possibility have been computed for 

conditional possibilities. This is the default. If you want to compute marginal distribu-
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tion, you should add a parameter when calling the functions (check their help for de-

tails). An explanation about marginal vs. conditional possibility can be found in (Llaneras, 

2009; 2011). 

Example 3: how to represent the measurements 

In any MFA problem, there is one keystone step: decide how uncertainty your meas-

urements are. Let us discuss this issue with a new example. Consider, for instance, that 

we have measurements of three uptake and production rates, for oxygen, ethanol and 

glucose. The measurements are:  𝑤𝑔𝑙𝑢 = 40.6, 𝑤𝐸𝑡𝑂𝐻 = 15.96, 𝑤𝑂2
= 61.9. The glu-

cose measurement is very accurate, the ethanol one is moderately accurate, and the 

measurement of oxygen is quite unreliable. Now, we, as user, have to translate this in-

formation about the measurements and their uncertainty into a possibilistic representa-

tion, by choosing the weights α and β and the limits 𝜺𝟐
𝒎𝒂𝒙, 𝝁𝟐

𝒎𝒂𝒙.

The PFA Toolbox provides two routes to achieve this. 

The straightforward approach: let the user define these variables. First, we define the 

limits 𝜺𝟐
𝒎𝒂𝒙, 𝝁𝟐

𝒎𝒂𝒙, which define an interval of values around the measured value with

full possibility. Then, we define the weights α and β, which are associated with the slack 

variables ɛ1 and µ1– to penalize the values out of full possibility interval and make them 

“less possible”. If uncertainty is assumed to symmetric, α = β, and 𝜺𝟐
𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝝁2

𝑚𝑎𝑥. These

parameters need to be defined to every flux. 

For example, this is a representation of our measurements: 

PossMeasurements.wm=[40.6 15.96 61.9]; 

PossMeasurements.e2max=[0.5 0 4]; 

PossMeasurements.m2max=[0.5 0 4]; 

PossMeasurements.alpha=[2 0.5 0.11]; 

PossMeasurements.beta=[2 0.5 0.11]; 

As before, you can plot your measurements to check if they look, as you – ̶the user–, 

want them to look. 
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figure 

for f=[1:3] 

 subplot1,3,f), hold on 

 [x,y] = plot_PossMeasurements(possmeas,f); 

  plot(x,y,'b--') 

  xlim([0 120]); 

end 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Our measurements, and its uncertainty, represented in possibilistic terms.  

A simplest approach: use a function to define the measurements. The PFA Toolbox pro-

vides a function to assign the uncertainty of the measurements in an easier way that is 

suitable in many occasions. Basically, user only defines two intervals of high possibility 

(intFP) and low possibility (intLP), and parameters α, β, 𝜺𝟐
𝒎𝒂𝒙 & 𝝁𝟐

𝒎𝒂𝒙 are defined 

accordingly: 

- Full possibility (π=1) is assigned to de interval wm±intFP. 

- Larger deviations are penalized so that values equal to wm±intLP have a possi-

bility of π=0.1. 

Coming back to our example, we could do the following:  
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wm=[40.6 15.96 61.9]; %define measures and its full and lower possibility 

intFP=[0.5 0 4]; 

intLP=[1.65 4.6 24.9]; 

 

[PossMeasures]=define_PossMeasurements(wm,intFP,intLP); 

And plot: 

figure 

for f=[1:3] 

 subplot(1,3,f), hold on 

 [x,y] = plot_PossMeasurements(PossMeasures,f); 

  plot(x,y,'r--') 

  xlim([0 120]); 

end 

 

 

Figure 9. Our measurements, and its uncertainty, represented in possibilistic terms. 

When using the PFA toolbox, we have noticed that there are often advantages in defin-

ing the interval of low and high possibility in relative terms. For example, one clear and 

simple way of define the uncertainty of O2 measurements is to state somethings like: «a 

5% deviation from the measured values is fully possible, but a deviation larger than 20% 

is an event of low possibility».  

If we reason like this for every measurement, they can be represented as follows:  
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wm=[40.6 15.96 61.9]; 

intFP = max(0.01,abs(wm.*0.05)); 

intLP = max(0.02,abs(wm.*0.20)); 

[PossMeasures]=define_PossMeasurements(wm,intFP,intLP); 

Notice that the intervals are defined with a minum size of 0.01 and 0.02 flux units. We 

do this to avoid problems in case a measurement in wm is zero or near zero. In general, 

when defining measurements uncertainty in absolute terms, is useful to consider also a 

minimal, absolute band of uncertainty. Otherwise, the uncertainty of near zero meas-

urements tends to be underrepresented. 

Example 4. Evaluating consistency 

As mentioned above, Possibilistic MFA and the PFA Toolbox can be also useful to evalu-

ate the degree of consistency between a given model and a set of experimental meas-

urement. You can find real applications in (Tortajada, 2010; Morales, 2014), herein we 

present a simple example with the toy model of figure 1. 

Let us consider the following situation: we have six different datasets, corresponding – 

for example– to six chemostat experiments, with four measured fluxes in each case 

(𝑤2, 𝑤3, 𝑤4 & 𝑤6) and we want to check if there are larger error than expected in the 

measurements, by evaluating the consistency between the model and each dataset. (As 

we mention in the backgrounds, consistency analysis can be used both to validate a 

model or a set of data. In this example, we assume that the model has been shown to be 

precise and we use it to find error in the measurements.) 

The first step was defining the measurements uncertainty; in this case, we considered 

the same uncertainty for all the measures. We consider that the fluxes are fully possible 

with deviations ±0.5 units of flux, and deviations larger than ±1.2 units will have a lower 

possibility.  

The second one is computing the possibility of the most possible solution, with 

solve_maxPoss, which provides a simplest indication of how consistent model and 

measurements are. The results are provided in Table 1.  
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Dataset Flux 2 Flux 3 Flux 4 Flux 6 π in [0,1] 

1 1.88 1.09 0.0 2.16 1 

2 2.07 0.95 0.63 2.70 1 

3 1.72 1 1.48 2.90 1 

4 2.02 0.57 1.33 3.55 1 

5 2.32 1.13 2.62 3.52 1 

6 0.73 2.04 1.98 2.55 0.439 

Table 1. Experimental data and consistency analysis. 

The results are that five in six datasets are fully possible, whereas the dataset 6 has a 

lower possibility (0.44). This implies that one of measured fluxes in dataset six is highly 

deviated, or more than one is sensibly deviated. 

The procedure to perform all these calculations with the PFA Toolbox is presented be-

low. 

We start by defining the model. 

model.S= [-1 1 0 -1 0 0; 

   1 0 1 0 -1 0; 

   0 -1 -1 0 0 1]; 

model.rev=[0 0 0 1 0 0]; 

[PossProblem] = define_MOC(model); 

Then we are going to define the measurements and its uncertainties, which were de-

fined previously as 0.5 for full possibility, and 1.2 for lower possibility.  

index   =[ 2  3  4   6 ]; 

exp{1}.wm=[ 1.88 1.09 0.0 2.16]; 

exp{2}.wm=[ 2.07 0.95 0.63 2.70]; 

exp{3}.wm=[ 1.72  1  1.48 2.90]; 

exp{4}.wm=[ 2.02 0.57 1.33 3.55];  

exp{5}.wm=[ 2.32 1.13 2.62 3.52];  

exp{6}.wm=[ 0.73 2.04 1.98 2.55]; 

  

intFP=[0.5]; 

intLP=[1.2]; 

Then we compute the possibility of the most possible solution for each dataset.  
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for i=1:length(exp) 

 [measures]=define_PossMeasurements(exp{i}.wm,intFP, intLP); 

 [PossProblem]=define_MEC(PossProblem, measures, index); 

 [v, poss]=solve_maxPoss(PossProblem); 

 poss_all(i)=[poss]; 

  i 

end 

 

These results are those provided in Table 1. 

Investigating the inconsistencies. To better understand where the inconsistencies come 

from, we can compute the marginal distributions for every flux in the dataset 6 (the in-

consistent one).  

First, we define the problem: 

[PossProblem] = define_MOC(model); 

[PossMeasures]=define_PossMeasurements(exp{6}.wm,intFP, intLP); 

[PossProblem]= define_MEC(PossProblem, PossMeasures, index); 

Then we compute the complete marginal possibility distribution for every flux and and 

plot the results. 

poss = [0.01:0.01:0.439]; 

flux = [1 2 3 4 5 6]; 

  

for f=flux  

  [minp(:,f),maxp(:,f)]=solve_PossInterval(PossProblem,poss,f,'none'); 

end 

  

figure 

for f=fluxes 

 subplot(2,3,f), hold on 

 [x,y] = plot_distribution(minp(:,f),maxp(:,f),poss); 

 plot(x,y,'k','lineWidth',2) 

 xlim([0 5]) 

 if(find(index==f)) 

  [x,y] = plot_PossMeasurements(PossMeasures, find(f==index)); 

   plot(x,y,'b--') 

   xlim([0 5]) 

 end 

end 
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These results shown that, taken the model into account, there are larger than expected 
errors in the measurements. Further investigations can be performed to find which 
measurements may be provoking the inconsistency. See (Llaneras, 2009; Llaneras, 2011) 
for more elaborate examples of these procedures. 

 

Figure 10. Possibilistic MFA performed to detect error in a set of measurements. Solid lines show the marginal 

possibility distribution for each flux (in the dataset 6). Dashed lines represent the original measurements, or a 

priori, that are of course fully possible. The results shown that, taken the model into account, it seems to be larger 

than expected errors in the measurements. 
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FUNCTIONS DESCRIPTION 

The following section describes each function of the PFA Toolbox. We show its syntax, a 

brief description, and the lists of inputs and outputs. This information can also be con-

sulted within MATLAB. 

Initialization 

initPFAtoolbox Start the PFA Toolbox 

1. MFA problem formulation

define_MOC Define the constraint-based model and PFA problem. 

define_PossMeasurements Define a set of measurements in possibilistic terms. 

define_MEC Add the measurements as constraints.  

2. Computing estimations

solve_maxPoss One most possible set of flux values. 

solve_maxPossIntervals The interval of most possible flux values. 

solve_PossInterval The interval of flux values with the desired poss. 

3. Plot

plot_PossMeasurements Plot measurements in possibilistic terms. 

plot_distribution Plot the distribution of a given flux. 

plot_intervals Plot interval estimates of a given flux. 

Other 

Solve_possintervalYMP (advanced function) 

solve_Interval To solve an Interval MFA problem. 
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# initPossToolbox  

The function initiates the PFA Toolbox. 

Syntax 

>> initPFAtoolbox     

Description 

The function initiates the PFA Toolbox. It adds the toolbox folder to the MATLAB path. If 

YALMIP is not already installed, a copy is also added to the path. The optimization solver 

GLPK is selected, if it is installed and is detected. Otherwise, YALMIP is initialized with 

the available solver. 

# defineMOC  

Generate the constraint-based model structure. 

Syntax 

[PossProblem] = define_MOC(model) 

Description 

[PossProblem] = define_MOC(model) returns a struct that defines the Possibilistic 

MFA problem. Initially, it contains some symbolic decision variables (the fluxes v) and 

the first constraints into the CB (the stoichiometry and the irrerversibilities). The func-

tion receives as input another struct, model. This struct can be a COBRA model – it has 

the same fields– or be created by the user. The struct is a simple one, containing the 

following:  

model.S The stoichiometric matrix. 

model.rev  A vector indicating which reactions are reversible with ‘1’ 
for those reversible and ‘0’ otherwise. 

model.lb (optional) Lower bound for each flux. 

model.ub (optional) Upper bound for each flux. 
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# define_PossMeasurements 

It generates a set of possibilistic measurements. 

Syntax  

[PossMeasurements]=define_PossMeasurements(wm, intFP, intLP);  

[PossMeasurements]=define_PossMeasurements(meas); 

Description 

[PossMeasurements]=define_PossMeasurements(wm, intFP, intLP) returns a Poss-

Measurements struct that contains the measured fluxes wm the limits e2max and 

m2max, and the weights alpha and beta, required to represent a set of meas-

urements in possibilistic terms. Vector wm is a vector with the measured values for each 

flux. intFP represent the interval around wm in which flux values have maximum possi-

bility. It can be a single value, equal for all the measurements, or a vector with a specific 

value for each measurement. intLP represent the interval around wm in which meas-

urements have a low possibility. It can be a single value or a vector. 

[PossMeasurements]=define_PossMeasurements(meas) does exactly the same, but 

receives a struct as input, with fields: wm, intFP and intLP. 

wm Measures values vector 

intFP Interval with maximum possibility 

intLP Interval with low possibility 

Recall that define_PossMeasurements defines the measurements and their uncertainty 

based on two intervals. Basically, the user only defines two intervals of high possibility 

(intFP) and low possibility (intLP), and parameters α, β, 𝜺2
𝑚𝑎𝑥 & 𝝁2

𝑚𝑎𝑥 are defined accord-

ingly: 

- Full possibility (π=1) is assigned to the interval w±intFP. 

- Larger deviations are penalized so that values equal to w ±intLP have a possibil-

ity of π=0.1. 

As an alternative, advanced user can define directly the variables in the PossMeasure-

ments struct. 
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# defineMEC 

Add the measurement-constraints to a PossProblem structure. 

Syntax 

[PossProblem]=define_MEC(PossProblem, PossMeasurements, index) 

Description 

[PossProblem]=define_MEC(PossProblem, PossMeasurements, index) returns the 

PossProblem received as input adding the measurements as constraints. The output 

struct has the following fields:  

.v  The vector of fluxes (as a YALMIP decision variable) 

.CB 
The constraints-base, i.e., the set of all constraints (in YALMIP syn-
tax). 

.e1 The vector of slack variables (as a YALMIP decision variable) 

 

.m1   The vector of slack variables (as a YALMIP decision variable) 

.e2   The vector of slack variables (as a YALMIP decision variable) 

.m2 The vector of slack variables (as a YALMIP decision variable) 

.J     The objective function penalizing the deviations between fluxes 
and measured values, accordingly to alpha and beta. 

The input PossProblem is a struct generated by defineMOC function, and de-

fines the model constraints of the MFA problem. The input PossMeasurements is a 

structure generated by define_PossMeasurements or manually, and defines the meas-

urements in possibilistic terms. Finally, the vector index indicates the indexes of the 

measured fluxes in the model. 
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# solve_maxPoss 

Returns one flux vector estimate of maximum possibility. 

Syntax 

[v,poss] = solve_maxPoss(PossProblem); 

[v, poss, diagnostic] = solve_maxPoss(PossProblem, options); 

Description 

[v, poss]=solve_maxPoss(PossProblem) returns the column vector v with a set of fluxes 

with maximum possibility. Notice, however, that it could more than one flux vector with 

maximum possibility, and the solver returns only one of them. To know if there are mul-

tiple candidates, use solve_maxPossInterval. The only mandatory input is PossProblem, 

a structure defining the Possibilistic MFA problem (see define_MEC and define_MOC).  

The optional input “options” specifies the YALMIP options (see ‘help yalmip’).  

The optional output “diagnostic” returns information about the solver status (see ‘help 

yalmiperror’). “diagnostic.error” indicates if the problem was successfully solved (it 

return ‘0’ if the problem is successfully solved, ‘1’ if the problem is infeasible, etc. See 

‘yalmiperror’). “diagnostic.details” provides all the info returned by the optimization 

solver. 
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# solve_maxPossIntervals 

It returns the interval estimate of fluxes with maximum possibility. 

Syntax 

[vmin,vmax]=solve_maxPossIntervals(PossProblem); 

[vmin, vmax, diagnostic] = solve_maxPossIntervals(PossProblem, options); 

Description 

[vmin, vmax]=solve_maxPossIntervals(PossProblem) returns the interval estimate 

with maximum possibility in vectors vmin, and vmax, which contain the lower and up-

per limits for each flux. The only mandatory input is PossProblem, a structure defining 

the Possibilistic MFA problem (see define_MEC and define_MOC). 

The optional input “options” specifies the YALMIP solver options (see ‘help yalmip’).  

The optional output “diagnostic” returns information about the solver status (see ‘help 

yalmiperror’). “diagnostic.error” indicates if the problem was successfully solved (it 

return ‘0’ if the problem is successfully solved, ‘1’ if the problem is infeasible, etc. See 

‘yalmiperror’). “diagnostic.details” provides all the info returned by the optimization 

solver. 
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# solve_PossInterval 

It returns an interval estimate for a flux for the desired degree of possibility. 

Syntax 

[vmin, vmax]=solve_PossInterval(PossProblem, poss, flux); 

[vmin, vmax]=solve_PossInterval(PossProblem, poss, flux, mode); 

[vmin, vmax, diagnostic]=solve_PossInterval(PossProblem, poss, flux, mode, options); 

Description 

[vmin, vmax, diagnostic]=solve_PossInterval(PossProblem, poss, flux) returns an in-

terval estimate for a flux, for the desired degree of conditional possibility. The vectors 

vmin and vmax contain the upper and lower limits of the flux of interest for the degrees 

of possibility specified as input.  

The input PossProblem is a structure defining the Possibilistic MFA problem (see de-

fine_MEC and define_MOC). The vector poss indicates the degree of possibility for the 

intervals that you want to compute (e.g., 0.8, or [0.99 0.8 0.1], etc.). Flux indicates the 

index of the flux to be estimated.  

Example. [vmin, vmax]= solve_PossInterval (ProblemA, [0.99 0.5 0.1], 7) computes 

three interval estimates for the flux 7 in the ProblemA, for conditional of possibili-

ties 0.99, 0.5 and 0.1. 

The optional input “mode” can be used to get estimates of marginal possibility, instead 

of conditional possibility. If mode is not provided, the function provides conditional pos-

sibilities as a default.  

The optional input “options” specifies the YALMIP solver options (see ‘help yalmip’).  

The optional output “diagnostic” returns information about the solver status (see ‘help 

yalmiperror’). “diagnostic.error” indicates if the problem was successfully solved (it re-

turn ‘0’ if the problem is successfully solved, ‘1’ if the problem is infeasible, etc. See 

‘yalmiperror’). “diagnostic.details” provides all the info returned by the optimization 

solver. 
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# plot_intervals 

Plot interval estimates for a set of fluxes. 

Syntax 

plot_intervals(flux, vmin_c1, vmax_c1); 

plot_intervals(flux, vmin_c1, vmax_c1 ,vmin_c2, vmax_c2); 

plot_intervals(…, …, …, …, vmin_c3, vmax_c3); 

[h_out] = plot_intervals(…); 

Description 

plot_intervals(flux, vmin_c1, vmax_c1) creates a 2D plot to show a set of interval esti-

mates. The function receives as input a vector of x coordinates, flux (e.g., [1:5] or [1 7 

8]). Vectors vmin_c1, vmax_c1 define the lower and upper limits of the intervals to be 

plotted, which typically would have been computed with solve_PossInterval. 

plot_intervals(flux, vmin_c1, vmax_c1, vmin_c2, vmax_c2) and plot_intervals(flux, 
vmin_c1, max_c1, vmin_c2, vmax_c2, vmin_c3, vmax_c3) allow to plot two and three 
pairs of interval estimates in a single, compact graph. 

If an output variable is indicated, “h_out”, the functions will return a structure with the 

handles of every object in the figure. This way, it can be customized. 
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# plot_distribution 

Plot a complete the possibilistic distribution of a flux. 

Syntax 

plot_distribution(vmin,vmax,poss) 

[meas_out,poss_out] = plot_distribution(vmin,vmax,poss) 

Description 

plot_distribution(vmin,vmax,poss) plots the possibilistic distribution for a specific flux. 

The function receives three inputs, vectors vmin, and vmax, with the lower and higher 

limits of a set of interval estimates, each interval corresponding to the degrees of possi-

bility indicated in poss. vmin and vmax are the output of the solve_PossInterval(…, poss, 

…). 

If output variables are given, as in [meas_out, poss_out]=…, instead of drawing a graph, 

the data is returned as two output variables for x and y coordinates. This way, the user 

can use plot function to plot the data with a custom style.  

 Example: [x, y] = plot_distribution(vmin, vmax, poss); plot(x, y, ‘r’). 
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# plot_PossMeasurements 

Plot measurements defined in possibilistic terms. 

Syntax 

plot_PossMeasurements(PossMeasurements,flux); 

plot_PossMeasurements(possmeas,flux, resolution, pos_min); 

[meas_out,poss_out]= plot_PossMeasurements(…); 

Description 

plot_PossMeasurements(PossMeasurements, flux) creates a 2D plot with the possibilis-

tic distribution of one measured flux. This way the user can check if the measurements 

and its uncertainty is well-defined. The function receives as input a set of measurements 

in a structure, PossMeasurements. The measured flux to be plotted is indicated with 

flux. 

The input PossMeasurements is a struct with the measured fluxes wm the limits e2max 

and m2max, and the weights alpha and beta. It can be defined manually by the 

user or via function define_PossMeasurements. 

The optional inputs “resolution” and “pos_min” are used to specify the number of points 

used to create the plots (default, 20) and the minimum possibility to be plotted (default, 

0.001). 

If output variables are given, as in [meas_out, poss_out]=…, instead of drawing a graph, 
the data is returned as two output variables for x and y coordinates. This way, the user 
can use plot function to plot the data with a custom style. 

 Example: [x, y] = plot_PossMeasurements(A, 3); plot(x, y, ‘*k’). 
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# Solve_possintervalYMP (for advanced users only) 

It returns an interval estimate for a flux for the desired degree of possibility. This func-

tion uses a different and rudimentary syntax. It is of use only for advanced users wanting 

to do non-standard computations. 

Syntax 

[vmin,vmax,diagnostic]=solve_PossIntervalYMP(F,J,poss,var);  

[__,__,__] = solve_PossIntervalYMP (__,__,__,__,mode); 

[__,__,__] = solve_PossIntervalYMP (__,__,__,__,options); 

Description 

This function uses a different and rudimentary syntax. It is of use only for advanced us-

ers wanting to do non-standard computations.  

[vmin, vmax]=solve_PossIntervalYMP(F, J, poss, var) returns an interval estimate for a 

flux, for the desired degree of conditional possibility. The vectors vmin and vmax contain 

the upper and lower limits of the flux of interest for the degrees of possibility specified 

as input.  

The input F is a YALMIP structure defining a set of constraints. J is a YALMIP object func-

tion defining the possibility of each candidate solution of F. The vector poss indicates the 

degree of possibility of the intervals that you want to compute (e.g., 0.8, or [0.99 0.8 

0.1], etc.). Finally, var is the variable – typically a flux– that you want to estimate. 

The optional input “mode” can be used to get estimates of marginal possibility, instead 

of conditional possibility. If mode is not provided, the function provides conditional pos-

sibilities as a default. 

The optional input “options” specifies the YALMIP solver options (see ‘help yalmip’).  
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# solve_interval 

Solve an interval MFA problem. 

Syntax 

[vmin, vmax] = solve_interval(constraints,flux); 

[__, __ , diagnostic]=solve_interval(__, __, options); 

Description 

[vmin, vmax]=solve_interval(constraints, flux, solver_options) returns the column 

vectors vmin and vmax, which define the interval estimates for the fluxes that have been 

asked. Regarding the inputs, the constraints are a YALMIP struct with a set of constraints 

for interval MFA problem. Flux is a vector with the indexes of the fluxes to be estimated. 

options is an optional input that allows to specify the YALMIP solver options (use ‘help 

yalmip’ for details). 
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GRAPHIC USER INTERFACE 

New user of Possibilistic MFA find difficult to represent the measurements in possibilistic 

terms. In order to facilitate this task, the PFA toolbox includes a Graphic User Interface 

(GUI) that allows to easily representing the measurements. 

Initialize 

To initiate the user interface, write in the command window of MATLAB: 

>>guiPossMeasurements

The GUI contains four panels: one to create new or upload a set of flux measurements, a 

second one to add and remove measurements to the set, a third one to edit each single 

flux, and the last one to save the work.  

Figure 11. User interface of PFA toolbox for represent possibilistic measures.  
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(1) New/load: create or upload a set of measures

The initial step to use the GUI is to generate or upload a set of measurements. To create 

a new set of measures just click in the button «new set of measures». Alternatively, you 

can import a set of measurements from the workspace to continue a previous work. In 

this case, write the name of the variable of the previously saved data and click «from 

workspace».  

(2) Measures: Addition, duplicate or remove measures

Once a set of measurements has been create or uploaded, each measure will be listed 

and ploted in the box below. Here you can click button to add, remove or duplicate the 

selected flux. In the axes on the right, all measurements will be plotted simultaneously. 

You can chose if measurements are plotted as possibilistic distributions (more detailed) 

or intervals (more compact). 

(3) Editing flux measurements

To edit a flux measurement, first you must select it in the list of measurements. Then 

you can change the measured value and its ucertainty (by means of the intervals of flux 

and half possibility). To do this, simply modify the values in the corresponding boxes.  

The measurements uncertainty can be defined both in absolute (flux units) and relative 

terms (as a percentage of the measured value).  

The axes on the right allow you to visualize the measurments being edited and any other 

of your interest (selecting them in the box on the right).  

(4) Save the measurements

After adding all the measurements and defining their uncertainty, the GUI can generate 

a matlab struct with the results. This struct can then be used with PFA Toolbox.  

To save this structure to the MATLAB workspace, just write a name for the variable and 

click «to workspace». A struct will be saved to the workspace with the given name and 

three fields, wm (with the measured values), intFP and intLP (with the intervals defin-

ing the uncertainty of each measurement). This structure is the input for de-

fine_PossMeasurements, one of the functions to perform Possibilistic MFA. 

Note: If you want to save the structure into a file, use the standard MATLAB command, 

save. 
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